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A b stract
T he m ethod  of describing a group by m eans of generators and  relations 
is an  old one. A question which arises w hen using th is m ethod  is w hat is the  
m inim um  num ber of relations required to  describe a given group. Schur (1907) 
provided a lower bound  for the num ber of relations required , in te rm s of a 
group invariant know n as the  Schur m ultip licator. It w ould be in teresting  to 
know which finite groups have a p resen ta tion  achieving th e  Schur bound  on the  
num ber of relations required , bu t this rem ains an open question. It is known 
th a t th e  Schur bound  is no t achievable for some finite groups.
We consider the  p roblem  of finding a  m inim al p resen ta tions for a num ber of 
finite groups. In C h ap te r T hree and A ppendix  A we give m inim al p resen ta tions 
for th e  groups of order less th a n  or equal to  84 and  m inim al p resen ta tions for 
some families of groups having com position length  less th a n  five and  order 
g rea ter th a n  84. Some of the  techniques for working w ith finitely presented  
groups are illu stra ted  by proving th a t th e  groups defined by some families of 
deficiency zero p resen ta tions are finite.
In C h ap te r Four, we give p resen ta tions for several finite groups having 
soluble leng th  five and  six, and  deficiency zero p resen ta tions for two infinite 
families of finite groups, one family having soluble leng th  six, and  th e  o ther 
having soluble leng th  five; we also give a deficiency one p resen ta tion  for a finite 
preim age of a group having soluble length  seven.
Finally, in C h ap te r Five we give som e m inim al p resen ta tions for some 
quasi-sim ple groups.
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C h a p te r  O ne
I n tr o d u c t io n  an d  B a ck g ro u n d
Coxeter and  M oser (1980) in the  preface to Generators and relations for 
discrete groups s ta te  “W hen we began to  consider the  scope of th is book, we 
envisaged a catalogue supplying a t least one ab s trac t definition for any finitely- 
generated  group th a t the  reader m ight propose. But we soon realized th a t m ore 
or less a rb itra ry  restric tions are necessary, because in teresting  groups are so 
num erous.” We will consider the  problem  of constructing  a finite p resen ta tion  
for a given group (or family of groups) having the p roperty  th a t th e  num ber of 
defining relations is a m inim um .
Let X  be a set, let F x  be the  free group freely generated  by X , and let 
i? be a set of words over X  U X - 1 . T he norm al closure of R  in F x  will be 
denoted by R.
The pair ( X ;P )  determ ine a group G, nam ely F x / R , and  we will say 
th a t  G is presented by the pair (X \ R ) or th a t G has a presentation (X ; R ). 
We will w rite G =  ( X - R )  to  ind icate th a t G is the  group associated w ith the  
p resen ta tion  (X ; P ) . If X  is finite, G is finitely generated; if bo th  X  and R  are 
finite, G is finitely presented. Every finite group is finitely presented . We will 
only be concerned w ith finitely p resen ted  groups. T he elem ents of R  are called 
relators. We will also describe a p resen ta tion  by giving a set of equations of the  
form  u\ =  i q , . . .  , u n = vn , w here th e  u.j,Vi are words over X  U X - 1 . This de­
scription corresponds to  the  p resen ta tio n  (X ; {w i ü 1^,...,U n V ^ 1 } ) . E quations 
of this form  are called relations and  we will also m ix th e  two no ta tions. In 
giving a p resen ta tion , we will often specify only the  set of relators or relations. 
In such cases, the  generating  set X  consists of the  sym bols occurring in the  
elem ents of R ; we will not be concerned w ith the  cases w hen a genera to r does 
not occur in any elem ent of R.
The deficiency of a presentation  is |P | — |X |. (N ote th a t some au th o rs  
take the negative of th is to  be the  definition of deficiency.) The deficiency of a 
group is then  defined as
def(G ) =  m in (d e f(P )) ,
w here P  ranges over all the p resen ta tions for G. A minimal p resen ta tion  ( X ; R)  
for a group G is one having deficiency equal to  def(G ).
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If a group G is associated  w ith a p resen ta tion  having negative deficiency, 
th en  clearly th e  quotient of G by th e  derived group is infinite, and hence G 
is infinite. An in teresting  b oundary  case occurs w hen def(G ) is zero. Schur 
(1907) provided a lower bound  on the  num ber of relations required to  present 
a finite group, and  hence a lower bound  on the deficiency of a finite group. 
He in troduced  an im p o rtan t group invarian t, A f(G ), of a finite group G which 
has becom e known as the  Schur multiplicator. Suppose th a t G is presented  by 
(Jf; R ). We define M( G)  as
M( G)  = (Fx n R ) / [ F x ,R],
w here Fx  is th e  derived subgroup of F x-  (Here [F x ,R \  is the  group generated  
by elem ents of the form  [/, r] =  f ~ 1r ~ 1f r ,  w here /  £ F x  and  r £ R.)  Schur 
showed th a t if G is finite, th en  M ( G ) is independent of the  p resen ta tion  used 
to  define G, and  th a t if G is finite and  presented  by ( X ; R ) ,  th en  \R\ >  |X | -f 
ran k (M (G )). We will say th a t a finite group G is Schur-efficient (or has a 
Schur-efficient presentation) if G = ( X ; R )  and  |A| =  |X |- f r a n k  (M(G)) .  Swan 
(1965) showed th a t not all finite groups are Schur-efhcient. A lower bound  
on the  n um ber of relations required  to  define a finite group G =  ( X \ R )  is 
m ax(n(A /_R  R 1 )), w here p ranges over all the prim es dividing |G |, and n ( M)  
is the  num ber of generators for the  m odule M  (see G ruenberg  (1976)). It is 
still an open question w hether th is bound  is achieved for all finite groups.
Deficiency zero p resen ta tions for finite groups having triv ial Schur m u lti­
p licator, and , m ore generally, m inim al p resen ta tions for groups have long been 
sought (see N eum ann (1955)), and  th e  problem  of determ ining  which finite 
groups are Schur-efficient is far from  solved. B oth  Schur-efficient and  m inim al 
p resen ta tions are known for a sm all num ber of families of groups together w ith 
some indiv idual results.
It is easy to  see, as follows, th a t finite abelian groups are Schur-efhcient. 
Let A be a finite abelian group. K  is isom orphic to  a d irect p roduct of cyclic 
groups
n
a - n c '<-
i= 1
w here the  d; are integers such th a t di \do\ . . .  \dn , and  Cj is a cyclic group of 
order j .  T here  are elem ents z \ , Z2 , . . . ,  zn of K  which generate  K  and satisfy 
the relations
1 =  [ z i , Z j ]  (1 <  i < j  < n ),
- 7(,i — ~<h _  _  dn
—  Z 1 — z 2 —  ’ * • —  Z n  •
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To see th a t th is is a Schur-efftcient p resen ta tion , we m ake use of the  Schur- 
K iinne th  form ula for the  m ultip lica to r of a direct p roduct of two finite groups 
(see Beyl and  Tappe (1982))
M( G x H )  = M( G)  x M( H )  x (G 0  H) ,
w here G 0  H  is the  tensor p ro d u c t of G and  H  and  G 0  H  = G/G'  0  H / H ' . 
For abelian  groups A, JÖ, C, (A x B)  0  C = (A 0  C)  x (B  0  C ) and  for cyclic 
groups Ca,Cb of orders a and  6,
0 CJ) —  @(a,b)i
w here (a, 6) is the  greatest com m on divisor of a and  b. An inductive argum ent 
shows th a t
n
M(A') = n< ;V -
i= 2
(Here denotes the  d irect p ro d u c t of n  copies of (7*,.) This result was first
proved by Schur (1907), and  m ay also be found in W iegold (1982). T he rank  
of M ( K )  is n(n  — 1 ) /2 , so th e  p resen ta tion  given above is a Schur-efficient one.
N eum ann (1955) has shown th a t all groups of square-free o rder are Schur- 
efficient. This is a special case of a result showing th a t all m etacyclic groups 
are Scliur-efficient. A group G is metacyclic if it has a norm al subgroup N  
such th a t  b o th  N  and  G / N  are cyclic. G is generated  by two elem ents x and  
y w hich satisfy the relations
xm = 1, xy = x r , y n = x*,
w here rn = 1 (m od m ) and  rs = «(m od m).  These relations show th a t the  rank  
of the  Schur m ultip licator is a t m ost one. W am sley (1970) and Beyl (1973) have 
determ ined  th e  Schur m ultip lica to r for m etacyclic groups. Beyl (1973) showed 
th a t
h = (m , r — l ) (m , 1 +  r  +  . . .  +  r n 1 ) / m
is an  in teger, and  th a t there  is an  in teger l such th a t s = l m / ( m , r  — 1). T he 
order of th e  Schur m ultip licato r is th en  ( / ,h ) . In the case th a t G is m etacyclic 
and  has triv ial Schur m ultip licato r, they  have shown th a t G has a Schur-efficient 
p resen ta tion  w ith defining relations
i/" = **, [tf,*-‘] = *(m'r- 1\
w here r v =  l(m o d  m ) and  s =  m / ( m , r  — 1). T here are integers u and v such 
th a t ( m ,r  — 1) =  u(r — 1) -f vm.  Let w be th e  largest factor of m  coprim e to  
u , and  let t =  u T  ws.
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It is not know n w hether all finite n ilpo ten t groups are Schur-efficient. The 
groups of order 2n for n  <  6 (Sag and  W am sley (1973)) are known to  be Schur- 
efficient. K eane (1976) has given a list of Schur-efficient p resen ta tions for the 
groups of o rder 3" , n  <  6. However, th is list is incom plete. R obertson  (1980) 
and  W iegold (1989) give families of two genera to r finite n ilpo ten t groups having 
deficiency zero and  unbounded  n ilpotency class. Johnson  and  R obertson  (1978) 
in the ir survey of finite groups of deficiency zero give m ore exam ples of finite 
n ilpo ten t groups having deficiency zero. All n ilpo ten t groups known to  th em  
at th a t tim e to  have deficiency zero have soluble length  less th a n  or equal to  
four. Havas and  N ew m an (1983) give a num ber of exam ples of finite 2-groups 
(non-triv ially) generated  by four elem ents having five defining relations. T he 
G olod-Safarevic T heorem  (in Johnson  (1990, p.186)) sta tes
T h e o r e m .  I f  G = (X ; R ) is a finite p-group with |X | =  d, \R\ = r and d is 
m inim a1, then r >  d2/4 .
This resu lt shows th a t the H avas-N ew m an result is the best possible for finite 
p-groups. No exam ples are know n of finite groups having four generato rs and  
four defining relations. It is con jectu red  th a t no such exam ples exist.
E xam ples of infinite families of finite soluble non-n ilpoten t groups having 
Schur-efficient p resen ta tions are know n, for exam ple, see Johnson  and  R o b e rt­
son (1978) and  K enne (1990). Johnson  and  R oberston  (1978) observed th a t 
the  derived leng th  of all know n finite soluble groups having deficiency zero 
was less th a n  or equal to  four, an d  asked w hether the  derived length  of a finite 
soluble group having deficiency zero was bounded. This question rem ains u n a n ­
swered. However, exam ples of finite soluble groups w ith deficiency zero having 
derived length  five and six have been given by K enne (1988, 1990), N ew m an 
and  O ’Brien (19xx) and  A .W egner (N ew m an, private com m unication). F u rth e r 
exam ples of such groups are given in C hap ter Four.
A group G is semi-simple if it is perfect and  G / Z ( G ) is a d irect p roduct 
of nonabelian  sim ple groups. A num ber of results abou t m inim al or Schur- 
efficient p resen ta tions for sem i-sim ple groups are know n. Zassenhaus (1969) 
gave an  Schur-efficient p resen ta tion  for PSL( 2 , p )  for p a prim e g reater th a n  3. 
This resu lt was extended by S unday (1972), who proved
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T h e o r e m .  For p a prime greater than 3, P S L (2 ,p )  is generated by elements 
a and b satisfying the relations
ap = l , b 2 = (ab)3, 
1 =  (atba4b)2,
where 21 = 1 (m od p).
The results of Zassenhaus and  Sunday were incom plete, and  have been cor­
rected  by Beyl (1986).
C am pbell and R oberston  (1980a) showed th a t SL(2 ,p)  is Schur-efficient 
by showing th a t SL(2 ,p)  is genera ted  by elem ents x and  y satisfying
z 2 =  {xyf,
1 =  (xy4x y t )2yvx 2k,
where t — (p l ) / 2  and k is the  in teger p a rt of p /3 .
In the  case of the  simple groups o ther th a n  P S  L (2 ,pv ), p a prim e, very 
m uch less is know n. All th e  sim ple groups of order less th a n  one m illion (w ith 
the exception of P S L ( 3, 5) and  P S p ( 4 ,4 )) are known to  be efficient. See C am p ­
bell and R obertson  (1982a,1984b), K enne (1986), Jam ali (1988), C am pbell, 
R obertson  and W illiam s (1989) and  Jam ali and  R obertson  (1989) for details 
of these presenta tions.
The o ther general resu lt re la ted  to  finite sim ple groups concerns direct 
powers. In the case of a direct pow er of a perfect group, the  m ultip licato r 
of the power is sim ply th e  corresponding direct power of the m ultip licato r 
of the group. W iegold has asked w hether def(G 7' ) —> oo as n  —> oo and  
suggested exam ining the  deficiency of P S L ( 2, 5)2 and S L ( 2, 5)2 as an initial 
approach to  the problem . K enne (1983) showed th a t P S L ( 2 ,5 )2 is Schur- 
efficient. C am pbell et al. (1986) showed th a t S L ( 2 ,5 )2 is Schur-efficient by 
giving a zero deficiency p resen ta tion  for it. T he only general result in th is area 
is due to  C am pbell, R obertson  and  W illiam s (1990b):
T h e o r e m . For p a prime greater than 3, G = P S L (2 ,p )  x P S L (2 ,p )  is Schur-
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efficient. G is generated by a and b with defining relations
a3p = (ba- 1)2, 
bp =  (a6(7,- 1)/2a “ 1fe"4)2, 
ap = (ba{p- 1)/2b - l a - A)2, 
bp+l = ap~1bap~1.
I f  p =  —1( m od 6) replace p by —p.
It is not known w hether SL(2 ,p)  x SL(2 ,p)  has a deficiency zero p resen ta tion  
for all odd prim es p. It is know n to  be Schur-efficient for p —  5 (C am pbell et 
al. (1986)) and we give a deficiency zero p resen ta tion  for S L ( 2 ,7 ) x S L ( 2 ,7 ) 
in C hap ter Four.
M ost of the  above p resen ta tions have two generators and  two relations. 
The first (non-triv ial) p resen ta tions for finite groups having th ree  generators 
and th ree relations were given by M ennicke (1959). A dditional exam ples are 
given by Johnson and R oberston  (1978) and  Post (1978).
In subsequent chapters, we
• (C hap ter T hree) give m inim al p resen ta tions for th e  groups of o rder less 
th an  or equal to  84; we also give m inim al p resen ta tions for some families 
of groups having com position length  less th an  five and  order g reater th a n  
84;
• (C hap ter T hree) illu stra te  some of the techniques for working w ith finitely 
presented groups by proving the  finiteness of a num ber of infinite families 
of finite groups of deficiency zero;
• (C hap ter Four) give p resen ta tions for several finite groups having soluble 
length five and  six, and  deficiency zero p resen ta tions for two infinite fam ­
ilies of finite groups, one fam ily having soluble length  five, and  the  o the r 
having soluble length  six; we also give a deficiency one p resen ta tion  for a 
finite preim age of a group having soluble length  seven;
• (C hap ter Five) give m inim al p resen ta tions for various sem i-sim ple groups, 
including a deficiency zero p resen ta tion  for S L ( 2 ,7 ) x S L ( 2 ,7 ), which was 
previously not known to  be Schur-efficient.
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In dealing w ith  finitely p resen ted  groups, one is faced w ith the  general 
p roblem  of m an ipu la ting  words to  show th a t pairs of words represent th e  sam e 
elem ent. I t would have been convenient if such m anipu lations were algorithm ic. 
U nfortunate ly , Novikov (1955) and  Boone (1955) have shown th a t the word 
problem  is algorithm ically  unsolvable. T h a t is, the re  is no uniform  algorithm  
which will determ ine w hether an  a rb itra ry  word in a finitely presented  group 
defines th e  iden tity  elem ent. Similarly, there  is no uniform  algorithm  to  d e te r­
m ine w hether th e  two groups determ ined  by the  two a rb itra ry  p resen ta tions 
( X ; R )  and  ( Y ; S )  are isom orphic. This is the  isomorphism problem.
It can be difficult is to  perform  calculations w ithin a (given) finitely p re­
sented  group unless the  p resen ta tion  is particu larly  ‘nice’ in some way. M eth ­
ods for addressing  th is problem  usually involve finding a p erm u ta tio n  or m a trix  
rep resen ta tion  for th e  group to  perform  calculations. W ith  luck, such a rep ­
resen ta tion  will be faithful. T hese m ethods are m ost useful when the  group 
being presen ted  is a preim age of a known group. In the  case w hen one has a 
to ta lly  unknow n p resen ta tion  to  deal w ith , they  do not prove to  be very useful.
N o tw ithstand ing  the unsolvability resu lts, m ethods have been developed 
for the  m an ipu la tion  of p resen ta tions, b o th  by hand  and  by com puter. One 
such m eth o d  , which plays an im p o rtan t role here, is coset enum eration , first 
described by T odd and  Coxeter (1936). T he m ethod  described by Todd and  
C oxeter gives a system atic  procedure for enum erating  th e  cosets of a subgroup 
H  of finite index in a group G, given the  defining relations of G and  a set of 
words (in the  genera to rs of G) generating  H . We describe coset enum eration , 
and  some techniques based on it below.
C om pu ter im plem entations of various techniques have been used ex ten ­
sively to  ob ta in  som e of the  resu lts  in th is thesis, and  the  question of the 
accuracy of such calculations com pared  to  hand  calculation arises. T he m a jo r­
ity of the  resu lts are based on th e  use of coset enum eration  to  show in each 
case th a t a p a rticu la r finitely p resen ted  group is finite. This finiteness is used 
to  estab lish  th a t  the  group is in fact isom orphic to  a ‘know n’ group. T he o ther 
calculations are checkable by h and . M any of the  calculations in th is thesis have 
been perform ed using the Cayley system  (see C annon (1984) and  also below). 
Cayley o u tp u t is provided of all coset enum erations so it is possible to  check 
independently  the  enum erations.
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C annon et al. (1973), N eubüser (1982) and  Havas (1991) provide descrip­
tions of coset enum eration  and  details of various com puter im plem entations of 
differing m ethods of coset definition. We will call th is style of coset enum eration  
simple enum eration. The possibility of erro r exists w hen perform ing a hand  
coset enum eration , as does th e  possibility of an erro r in the  im plem entation  of 
coset enum eration . Such errors m ay lead to  an incorrect index being calculated, 
and such errors have been rep o rted  in the  lite ra tu re  (see Leech (1977)). T he 
inpu t for coset enum eration  is two finite sets of words: the defining relations 
for a group and  a set of subgroup generators. If the  process te rm inates the  
o u tp u t is the index of the  subgroup in the  given group, and  a coset tab le over 
the subgroup. L ittle is know n abou t th e  theoretical perform ance of various 
coset enum eration  m ethods; the re  is no useful bound  in te rm s of the  length  of 
the inpu t and the index of th e  subgroup  to  the  num ber of cosets which need to  
be defined for an enum eration  to  com plete. In add ition , Sims (Havas, private 
com m unication) has shown th a t th e re  is no polynom ial bound  in te rm s of the  
m axim um  num ber of cosets for th e  num ber of coset tables which can be derived 
by simple coset enum eration  p rocedures like those used in coset enum eration  
program s. A criticism  of coset enum eration  has been th a t any erro r in the  
im plem entation  m ay not be obvious, and  th a t it provides no m echanism  for 
checking the  result. A nother criticism  has been th a t considerable inform ation  
about the s tru c tu re  of the group or subgroup is available in some sense during  
the enum eration  and none of th is in form ation  is available a t the  te rm ination  of 
the process. Such criticism s have p ro m p ted  refinem ents to  sim ple enum eration  
described by Leech (1977) and  N eubüser (1982), in which the  enum eration  p ro ­
cess is modified to  provide also add itional relations which hold in the  group, 
together w ith a m ethod  for proving relations which hold in the  group. T he 
advantages claimed for these m ethods are th a t they provide a proof which m ay 
be checked by hand  (or m achine), and  th a t such proofs m ay be (som etim es) 
generalized. We provide exam ples of such proofs in C hap ter T hree , w here an 
incom plete coset tab le is used to  derive inform ation  in an infinite group, and  
the proof is generalized to a fam ily of finite groups. Leech provides several 
exam ples of the  m ethods used, Havas (1976) uses sim ilar m ethods to  d e te r­
mine the s tru c tu re  of a Fibonacci group and  we give a num ber of exam ples of 
use of the  m ethod  below. All of th e  coset enum eration  based proofs appear to  
suffer from  the problem  th a t they  are  ‘un in tu itiv e’, difficult to  generalize and  
provide little  or no o ther useful in form ation  abou t the  group s tru c tu re . We 
give some exam ples of such proofs in C h ap te r T hree. A rrell and R obertson  
(1984) describe a m odified coset enum eration  process which, th rough  the  use 
of Tietze transfo rm ations, is used to  ob ta in  a p resen ta tion  for a subgroup in
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te rm s of a given set of generators. T he process described provides p resen ta tions 
w hich are considerably shorter th a n  those ob ta ined  by using the  Reidem eister- 
Schreier m eth o d  (which we describe in C hap ter Tw o). T heir m ethod  is based 
on the  earlier work of A rrell et al. (1982) and M cLain (1977).
A no ther coset enum eration  based technique for the  investigation of finitely 
p resen ted  groups is the low-index subgroup algorithm  (see Dietze and  Schaps 
(1974)). This algorithm  accepts as inp u t a finite set of w ords over some al­
p h ab e t w hich is taken  as the  p resen ta tion  for a group, and  an  integer n . T he 
o u tp u t of th e  algorithm  is a list of all subgroups having index less th a n  or equal 
to  n. E ach subgroup in th e  list is specified by its generators. T he algorithm  is 
easily m odified to  find the  subgroups having index in a given range.
O ther m ethods have been described by K n u th  and  Bendix (1970). In 
co n trast to  th e  techniques described above, Wos et al. (1979) describe an 
au to m ate d  theorem  proving system  and  use it to  answ er questions such as
•  of the  five axioms for a te rn a ry  Boolean algebra, which, if any, are depen­
dent axiom s?
• does th e re  exist a finite sem igroup th a t adm its a nontriv ial an tiau to m o r­
ph ism  b u t th a t does no t adm it any nontriv ial involutions? If such sem i­
groups exist, w hat is th e  o rder of the  sm allest?
Wos (1989) describes a theorem  proving system , O T T E R  (a descendant 
of the  1979 system ), which m ay also be used to  prove theorem s in algebraic 
s tru c tu res  (including groups). E xam ples are given of the  use of these system s 
to  prove resu lts  in group theory. However, the  results proved are th ings such 
as “if a group has exponent two, the  the  group is abelian” , which are not 
very difficult to  prove ‘m anually ’. T he lite ra tu re  describing o ther aspects of 
logic p rogram m ing, such as P rolog, also contains exam ples of theorem  provers 
which are applied to  finitely p resen ted  groups. However, these types of theorem  
proving system s have not had  a g reat deal of use (or success) in group theory, 
partly  because of the ex trem e generality  of the  language which is used to  express 
axiom s and  deductive processes, and  perhaps also partly  because of the  lim ited 
access th a t workers in finitely p resen ted  groups have had  to  such system s.
By far th e  m ost successful techniques are largely ad-hoc and  are coset
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enum eration  based, and  involve m ethods such as try ing  to  enum erate  the  coset.s 
of G over the identity  or some identified subgroup; similarly, working down a 
chain of subgroups, e ither found by using the low index subgroup a lgorithm  
or by some o ther m eans (working down the  derived series for exam ple). At 
each stage, R eidem eister-Schreier rew riting  m ay occur, and  T ietze or Nielsen 
transform ations m ay be used to  m odify a p resen ta tion  to  ob ta in  one which 
is m ore am enable to  curren tly  available coset enum eration  im plem entations. 
O ther techniques available are the  in teger m a trix  diagonalization, see Havas et 
al. (1979) for a description of the  use of these tools.
R utherford  (1989) has im plem ented  a collection of coset enum eration  based 
techniques, together w ith a set of heuristics to  apply them , and  an application 
of these techniques is described in R obertson  and  R u therfo rd  (1991).
C om puter algebra system s designed specifically for m odern  algebra ( group 
theory, ring theory, polynom ial rings etc.) exist. Two such system s are Cayley, 
described by C annon (1984), and  th e  G A P system  (N iem eyer et al. (1988)). 
Both system s provide sim ilar functionality , although  th e  underlying philoso­
phies differ som ew hat. B oth  provide the  user (a m a th em atic ian ) w ith an Algol 
or Pascal like language toge ther w ith  suitable prim itives (or built in functions) 
to be able to  express the ir problem s (for exam ple, bo th  have functions allowing 
the user to  define a lte rna ting  groups, bo th  have language constructs to  allow 
the m anipu lation  of sets of group elem ents represen ted  as p e rm u ta tio n s, m a­
trices or ab strac t w ords). T he system s differ in th a t G A P is im plem ented  as 
a sm all kernel of system  dependent or tim e critical functions, toge ther w ith a 
‘lib ra ry ’ of algorithm s expressed in th e  G AP language. T he approach  adop ted  
in the Cayley system  differs in th a t m ost of the  algorithm s are not im plem ented  
in the Cayley language, b u t in C (which is the  im plem entation  language for 
the entire system ).
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C h ap ter  T w o
M a th em a tica l P relim in aries
In th is chap ter we give m ore resu lts used in subsequent chap ters, usually 
w ith  reference. We will assum e the  no ta tion  and  results given in C hap ter One. 
F u rth e r general in form ation m ay be found in th e  books of Johnson  (1990), 
M agnus, K arrass  and  Solitar (1976) or Suzuki (1982).
A group G is a semidirect product of a norm al subgroup TV and  a subgroup 
T  if G =  N T  and  TV f l  T  =  1. T he s tru c tu re  of G is determ ined  by TV, T  and  
th e  action of T  on TV by conjugation. T here is a m ap a  : T  —> A u t (N ) ,  w ith 
th e  action  of elem ents of T  defined by n 1 = a(T )(n). Suppose th a t TV =  (X ; R ) 
and  T  =  (T ; S'); G has a p resen ta tion
{ X U Y ; R \ J S U  { y ~ l xy  = 0 „(s)} ),
w here the  y range over the  elem ents of Y , x range over the  elem ents of X  and 
dy is th e  au tom orph ism  of TV corresponding to  y. For exam ple, if
TV =  ( { a ,6}; ( a 2,6 2,a6  =  6a}), T  =  ({c} ,{c2}),
th e  d irect p roduct of TV and  T  has a p resen ta tion  w ith  generating  set {a, 6, c} 
and  rela to rs
a 2, 62, a - 1 6_1a6, c2, c - 1 a c a - 1 , c_16c6_1 .
(T he direct p roduct corresponds to  the  case when the  action of each y is triv ial.) 
A nother exam ple (w ith nontriv ial action) is the  case w hen c corresponds to  the  
au tom orph ism  of TV which m aps a to  6 and  6 to  a. In th is case G has relators
a 2, 62, a - 1 6_1a6, c2, c- 1 ac6- 1 , c_16ca- 1 .
B oth  of these p resen ta tions define groups of o rder eight. T he direct p rod u c t is 
the  e lem entary  abelian group of order eight, and second group is isom orphic to  
th e  d ihedra l group of o rder eight.
If G = (X ;i? ) , then  every factor group H  of G has a p resen ta tion  ( X ;5 )  
w ith R  C  S.  We call G a preimage of H .
Let G =  (X ; R)  and  let H  be a group, and ip a m apping  from  X  to  H . If 
for all x € X , r 6 R  th e  result of su b stitu tin g  <p(x) for x in r  yields the  identity
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of H , (p extends to  a hom om orphism  of G in to  H . If such an extension exists, 
it is unique. This result is called the  su b stitu tio n  test by Johnson  (1990, p.44).
(T ietze transfo rm ations). Let G = (X , i?), and  let w , r  £ F x  and  r £ R \ R .  
If y is a  sym bol not in X  then  b o th  ( X ;R  U {r}) and (X  U { y } ; i? U  {y_1u>}) 
are isom orphic to ( X \ R ) .  These isom orphism s provide a m eans for ad justing  
a given p resen ta tion  for a group to  ano ther p resen ta tion  of th e  sam e group. A 
s ta n d a rd  exam ple of T ietze transfo rm ations shows th a t th e  von Dyck groups 
D ( l , m , n ) and  D (n ,ra ,Z ) are isom orphic. Z )( /,m ,n )  is the  group generated  by 
x and  y w ith  relations
1 =  x ' =  y m =  (xy)n .
This exam ple appears in Johnson  (1990, p.47). In troduce a new generator 
a = xy  so th a t 1 =  an , x  = ay~l , ( a y ~1)1 =  1 and  the  p resen ta tion  reduces to
l =a“ = (air1), = JT.
In troducing  ano ther new genera to r b = i/_1 , the p resen ta tion  reduces to
1 =  an = (ab)1 =  bm .
P rog ram s im plem enting T ietze tran sfo rm ations have been w ritten  by a num ber 
of au th o rs , and  are described by Havas et al. (1984) and  R u therfo rd  (1989).
T he  m ethod  described as “system atic  enum eration  of cosets” was first 
described by Todd and  Coxeter in 1936. It is a m echanical process which, 
given as in p u t sets X , R  defining a group, and  a set Y  of w ords over X  which 
define a set of subgroup generators , produces as o u tp u t the  index of H  (where 
H  is genera ted  by T )  in G if it is finite. We now give a b rief description of 
coset enum eration .
We first describe th e  case when H  is the  triv ial subgroup of G and  Y  is 
em pty. If X  =  { x \ , . . . ,  x t } : for each re la to r r = r\ . . .  rn £ R  (w here each r; 
is of the  form  Xj or x j 1, w here j  depends on i), a tab le is d raw n having n  -f 1 
colum ns w ith  the num ber of rows being unspecified. T he sym bol 1 is en tered  
in the  first and  last places of the  first row of each tab le, w ith  th e  o ther places 
rem ain ing  em pty. Initially  we have \R\ tables of the  form
7*1 r2 . . .  r n 
1 1
An em pty  space next to  some 1 is filled w ith the  sym bol 2. Suppose for definite­
ness th a t  r i  = X\.  and th a t the  space im m ediately  to the  righ t of X\ is chosen.
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We record  th is definition l x \  = 2 in ano ther tab le, which we will call the  coset 
table. T he coset tab le  consists of 21 colum ns, headed by x \ , x-^  1, , . . . ,  x t 1,
and  has th e  sam e num ber of rows as each of the  re la to r tables. W henever a 
new sym bol j  is defined by an equation  of the  form  ix — j  ^  a new row labelled 
j  is added  to  th e  coset table, and  two new entries are m ade in the  table: a j  is 
en tered  a t the  m eet of the i row and  the  x colum n, and  an i en try  is m ade a t 
th e  m eet of the  j  row and the x ~ l colum n. We also add  a new row to  each of 
th e  re la to r tab les, and  insert th e  new sym bol j  in the  first and  last position of 
th is new row. T he sym bols 1 and  2 correspond to  the  cosets H  and  H x \  of G. 
Having defined th e  sym bol 2, a new row w ith 2 in the first and  last positions 
is added  to  each of th e  rela tor tab les, and  a row labelled 2 is also added  to th e  
coset tab le . We also en ter the sym bol 2 in any re la to r tab le  w here the  sym bol 
1 occurs to  th e  im m ediate  left of the  sym bol or a 1 to  the  im m ediate  right 
of an occurrence of x ^ 1. This is called th e  scan phase of th e  enum eration . At 
th is stage the  tab les are of the form
7*1 7*2 rn
1 2 1 
2 2
and  th e  coset tab le  is
£ i
1 2 
2
All spaces w hich m ay be filled by the  sym bol 2 are com pleted, and then  the  sym ­
bol 3 is en tered  in an em pty  space ad jacen t to  a filled space (and  the  definition 
ix = 3 is recorded). All possible spaces which m ay be filled w ith the  sym bol 
3 are com pleted , and  then  in a sim ilar fashion, the  sym bol 4 is in troduced . 
D uring the  course of defining new sym bols for en try  in to  the  re la to r tables, we 
m ay arrive a t th e  s itua tion  w hen a row has one em pty  space rem aining. For 
exam ple, th e re  is a re la to r tab le  of the  form
. . .  Tp • • •
i k
w here rp = x m , rp+1 =  x n , and  we define the  sym bol j  by i x in =  j .  We o b ta in  
ano ther piece of in form ation , nam ely k x ~ l =  j ,  which we will call a deduction. 
It is also possible th a t the deduced inform ation  m ay be inconsistent w ith w hat 
is already know n, and  we give an  exam ple to  illu stra te  th is. Suppose th a t 
R  =  { z2,# 3}, so th a t the  group defined by R  is trivial. E num erating  the  cosets 
of the triv ia l subgroup , we define l x  = 2. A fter th is definition, we are able to
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deduce th a t 2x — 1. Before processing the  deduction 2x =  1, the  re la to r tables 
are
x x
1 2 =  1
2 1 2
1 2 * 1
2 * 1 2 ,
w here the  =  indicates the place w here a deduction was m ade. N ote th a t the  
gaps m arked  * m ay be filled by two different sym bols; by processing the  de­
duction  2x =  1 applied to the  m iddle x , the  gap should be filled w ith a 1, if 
th e  deduction  is applied to  the  righ tm ost x , the gap should be filled w ith a 2. 
We conclude th a t the sym bols 1 and  2 represent the  sam e coset, and  replace 
all instances of 2 by 1 th ro u g h o u t th e  tables. At th is stage, the  tables are 
com plete, and we conclude th a t the  group has order one. T he situa tion  where 
a gap m ay be filled by several sym bols is known as a coset coincidence, and in 
general the  inconsistent in form ation  is of the  form  ix =  j>, ix =  n w ith  j  ^  n 
for some i and x. We proceed as follows. We conclude th a t j  =  n and  replace 
th e  g rea ter of j  and  n by the  sm aller th roughou t all the  tables (b o th  the  rela­
to r tab les and the  coset tab le). This m ay yield fu rth er coincidences which are 
processed in the  sam e way until all inconsistent in form ation  has been rem oved. 
All rows of the rela to r tables w hich begin w ith the  larger of each coincident 
pair of sym bols are then  rem oved, and  the rem aining sym bols are renam ed to 
form  a set of integers beginning w ith  1. If the  group defined by the  relations 
is finite, the  process will te rm in a te  w hen there  are no m ore em pty  spaces in 
the  re la to r tables. However it is possible for the process not to  te rm inate . In 
p ractice, w hen perform ing coset enum erations either by han d  or by com puter, 
a lim it is placed on the num ber of rows allowed in the  re la to r tables. Im posing 
such a lim it guarantees te rm ination . If the  tables are com plete, the  num ber of 
rows in each rela to r tab le  is equal to  |G |.
T he m ethod  described above ex tends easily to  com puting  the  finite index 
of a subgroup H  specified by a set of generating  w ords Y  over X  U X - 1 . T he 
m odification involves adding an o th e r set of tab les, one for each elem ent of Y . 
These new tables are constructed  in the  sam e way as the re la to r tables , w ith  
the  le tte rs  of y  separating  ad jacen t colum ns, except th a t they  have only one 
row, beginning and  ending w ith th e  sym bol 1. T he m ethod  then  proceeds as 
above, w ith the  subgroup g enera to r tables being com pleted according to  the  
sam e rules as the rela tor tables. As above, if a lim it is im posed on the  num ber
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of rows allowed in the  re la to r tab les, th e  process will te rm in a te . If th e re  are 
no m ore em pty  spaces in the  re la to r and  subgroup genera to r tables w hen the 
process te rm inates, the  num ber of rows in each re la to r tab le  is th e  index of H  
in G.
We now enum erate  the  cosets of a subgroup in an infinite family of groups 
defined by a param eterized  p resen ta tion . Existing im plem entations of coset 
enum eration  are unable to  perform  such enum erations. Let G = ({x ,y};  { z 3 =  
y 8n, x y =  [x,y]}) w here n  is an in teger and  let H  be the  subgroup genera ted  by 
y2, x y2x ~ 1 and x y ~ l xy.  We will show th a t H  has index 6 in G for all nonzero 
n. A ssum e th a t n  is nonnegative (the  case w hen n  is negative is sim ilar). We 
have th ree subgroup genera to r tables and  two re la to r tables. Initially, each row 
sta rts  and ends w ith a 1 and  there  are no o ther entries.
and
1
y
y y , - i
l
y  1 * y
l
are the subgroup genera to r tab les, and  we have th e  two re la to r tables:
8 71
y
l
y y y  *
. - l X - 1
1
and
x y x y
We define 1 y = 2, adjoin a row s ta rtin g  and ending w ith  a 2 b u t is otherw ise 
em pty to  each of the re la to r tab les and  com m ence a scan. N ote th a t th e  row 
of the  y 2 subgroup genera to r tab le  is com plete and  we deduce 2y = 1. In the 
scan phase, we are able to fill in all b u t two entries of the  first two rows of the 
y8nx ~ z table. Following th is defin ition-and-scan phase, the  tab les look like
y y
1 2 =  1 ,
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w here th e  =  sign denotes the  place w here a deduction occurred. T he o ther 
subgroup genera to r tables are
x
1
y V , - i
1 ,
and
T he re la to r tables are now
871
y y  • • •  y y
1 2 l  . . .  1 2 1
2 1 2 . . .  2 1 2
. - l x - l
1
2
and
y - 1 y - 1 x y  x
1 2 1
2 1 2
y X
1
2 ,
and th e  coset tab le is
x x 1 y 2/-1
1 2 2
2 1 1
Defining la; =  3 generates no deductions, nor does it give any coincidences. 
Defining 3y = 4 next allows the  x y 2x -1 tab le  to  be com pleted by giving the 
deduction  Ay = 3. We are also able to  deduce th a t 4a: =  2 from  the  single 
row of the  x y ~ l xy  table. Perform ing  a scan th rough  the  re la to r tables gives 
no coincidences and no fu rth e r deductions. Following these defin ition-and-scan 
phases, th e  subgroup genera to rs tab les are
and
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The rela to r tables are
8 77 .
y  y y y z - 1 a - 1 X " 1
1 2 1 . . . 1 2 1 3 1
2 1 2 . . . 2 1 2 4 2
3 4 3 . . . 3 4 3 1 3
4 3 4 . . . 4 3 4 2 4
and
y 1 y 1 X y z - 1 y  x
1 2 1 3 4 1
2 1 2 3 4 2
3 4 3 2 1 3
4 3 4 2 1 4 .
At this stage, one em pty space rem ains in the  first row of the  y 8nx ~3 table.
We com plete this row by defining l x ~ 1 =  5 and  deduce th a t b x ~ 1 =  3. We 
com plete the second row of the y 8nx ~ 3 tab le by defining 4 z -1 =  6, and  from  
the sam e row deducing th a t 6 z _1 — 2. D uring the  scan phase we deduce th a t 
by =  5 from  the  first row of th e  y ~ 2x y x ~ 1yx  tab le  and  th a t by =  6 from  the  
th ird  row’ of th is table. T here are no coincidences and  the tables are com plete. 
Thus H  has index six in G.  T he final re la to r tables are
8 n
2/ 2/ . . . y y x - 1 z " 1 z " 1
1 2 l  . . . 1 2 1 5 =  3 1
2 1 2 . . . 2 1 2 4 6 = 2
3 4 3 . . . 3 4 3 1 5 3
4 3 4 . . . 4 3 4 6 2 4
5 6 5 . . . 5 6 5 3 1 5
6 5 6 . . . 6 5 6 2 4 6
and
y ~ l y ~ x X y z " 1 y X
1 2 1 3 4 6 =  5 1
2 1 2 6 5 3 4 2
3 4 3 5 = 6 2 1 3
4 3 4 2 1 5 6 4
5 6 5 1 2 4 3 5
6 5 6 4 3 1 2 6 5
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and  the  coset tab le is
X x ~ l y y  1
1 3 5 2 2
2 6 4 1 1
3 5 1 4 4
4 2 6 3 3
5 1 3 6 6
6 4 2 5 5
T he coset tab le provides a rep resen ta tion  for G on the  cosets of H . In th is 
case, G is represented  by the  perm u ta tio n s  (1 ,3 , 5)(2, 6 ,4 ) and  (1 ,2 )(3 ,4 )(5 , 6). 
(If H  is triv ial, or core-free, the  coset tab le  provides a faithful p e rm u ta tio n  
rep resen ta tion  of G.) Coset enum eration  also provides sufficient in form ation  to  
show th a t H  is a norm al subgroup of G. T he sym bols 1 ,2 , 3 ,4 , 5, 6 represent 
the  cosets of H  in G and  we m ay ob ta in  a set of coset representatives by 
finding a set of words . . .  , wq such th a t lwi  — i. Each Wi is of the  form  
XiiXi2 . .  w here Xij is x^y ^x ~1 or y ~ l .  A pplying W j .  to  the  sym bol k m eans
( . . .  ((kx-ii )xi2 ) • . .  )xin i , w here the  action of a genera to r (or its inverse) on a 
sym bol is determ ined  from  th e  coset table. For exam ple, the  following tab le 
shows th e  result of applying the  word x 2y ~ xxyx~^  to  the  sym bol 1:
x x y ~ 1 x y x ~ x
1 3 5 6 4 3 1 .
To test w hether H  is a no rm al subgroup , form  the  conjugates of each of the  
subgroup generators by each of th e  group genera to rs, and  apply the  resulting  
words to  the  sym bol 1. If th e  resu lt of each application is again 1, the  su b ­
group is norm al. In the  exam ple above, each of the  conjugates of the  subgroup 
genera to rs applied to  1 resu lts  in 1, showing th a t H  is a no rm al subgroup of 
G.
T he above descriptions of coset enum eration  do not specify fully the  way 
to  choose the  next gap to  define a coset, the  m e thod  to  use to  perform  a scan 
of the  re la to r and subgroup g enera to r tables, and  the  order in which to  process 
coincidences. All of these factors influence the  perform ance of any im plem en­
ta tio n  of coset enum eration , and  can affect considerably th e  num ber of cosets 
which are to  be defined. T he  choices of ap p ro p ria te  s tra tegy  for perform ing 
coset enum eration  have been stud ied  and  are repo rted  by C annon et al. (1973) 
and  m ore recently by Havas (1991). B eetham  and  C am pbell (1976) have de­
scribed a variation of coset enum eration  which uses the  deduced inform ation
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to  provide a p resen ta tion  for the  subgroup H  in te rm s of the  elem ents of Y . 
Leech (1977) has described an extension of coset enum eration  which “allows 
the user to  deduce form al proofs of relations whose proofs are im plicit in the 
working of the  coset enum eration , and  as far as possible to  have these proofs 
derived by the com puter itself.” Havas (1976) has given a com puter generated  
proof using m ethods sim ilar to  those described by Leech th a t the  Fibonacci 
group F (2 , 7) has o rder 29. We also give a num ber of exam ples of such proofs 
in C hap ter T hree, and provide illustrations of how such a m achine generated  
proof m ay be generalised. As Leech rem arks, “R a th e r frequently, especially in 
the m ore com plicated cases involving m any cosets, the form al proofs are long 
and far from  perspicuous. Som etim es hum an  editing can ease th is and  lead to  
perspicuous proofs. On o ther occasions it is likely th a t no such com prehensible 
proof is possible.” Exam ples of coset enum eration  based proofs are given in 
C hap ter Three. M any of these are “far from  persp icuous” .
We now list w ithout p roof som e results abou t the  Schur m ultip licato r of 
a finite group G. These results m ay be found in W iegold (1982) or H uppert 
(1967).
(Schur, 1904) Let G be a group and  Z(G)  be the  centre of G. If G/ Z(G)  
is finite, then  the  derived subgroup G'  of G is finite.
This theorem  is used extensively in la te r chap ters to  show th a t a group G 
w ith a finite central quotient and  a finite abelian quotient is finite.
Schur (1904) also showed th a t if H  is a cen tral subgroup of G th en  G'  fl H  
is isom orphic to a subgroup of M( G/ H) .
A group G* is a covering group of G if there  is a subgroup A  of G* such 
th a t A is contained in bo th  centre Z(G*)  and  in the  derived subgroup of G*, 
A ~  M(G)  and G ~  G*/A. Schur showed th a t a group G has a t least one 
covering group.
M(G)  is a finite group, whose elem ents have o rder dividing the  o rder of G 
and M(G)  =  1 if G? is cyclic.
Let G be a finite n ilpo ten t g roup, and  let 5 i , . . . , 5 n be all the  Sylow 
subgroups of G. T hen  M(G)  = M ( S 1) x . . .  x M ( S n).
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If F  is a free group and  G =  F / R,  th en  ( F 1 fl R)/[F,  R] is the  torsion p art 
of R/[F,R}.
Let S n be the  sym m etric group of degree n  and  let A n be the  a lte rna ting  
g roup of degree n.  Schur showed
and  also th a t
M ( S n ) 1, if n  <  3, 
Co otherw ise;
r 1, if n < 3;
M ( A n ) = < C 2, if n  >  4 , n  ^  6 ,7; 
l Cq, n = 6, 7.
If G is finite, H  is a group w ith a cen tral subgroup A  and  G ~  H / A,  then  
H'  n  A  is isom orphic to  a hom om orphic im age of M(G) .  A pair of finite groups 
( H , A )  is called a defining pair for the  group G if G ~  H / A  and  A  is contained 
in H'  fl Z ( H) .  T he rank  of M ( G ) is g rea ter th a n  or equal to  the  rank  of A.
Let G be of o rder p ' \  p prim e, and  be generated  by d generato rs and  have 
r re la to rs. T hen
pd( d—1 )/2 <  \M(G)\\G' \  <
and
r  >  d(d + l ) / 2 - d ( G ' ) ,
w here d{G ' ) is the m inim um  num ber of generators required  for G' . If G / $ ( G )  
has o rder p f  (here $((7) is the  F ra ttin i subgroup of G ) and  G'  has o rder p1' , 
then
\M(G)\  < p{ f~1)h\M(G/G' ) \ ,
and
\M(G)\  < p l * - W n - h - 1)/2_
If G is an ex tra-special g roup of order p 2n+1, w ith n  >  1, M( G)  is an 
elem entary  abelian group of o rder p2n ~ n~ 1. Beyl and  T appe (1982) show th a t 
if G is non-abelian  of order p 3 and  p is an odd prim e, M( G)  = Cp x Cp if the  
exponent of G is p and  M( G)  is triv ial otherw ise.
Coset enum eration  also provides sufficient in form ation  to  ob ta in  the  p re­
sen ta tion  of a subgroup. Let U be a transversal for H  in G. A set of generators 
for H  is given by {uxtp^ux)* 1}, w here u £ U,x  £ X  and  <p(y) is the  coset
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representative of y in U.  (See T heorem  2.7 of M agnus et al. (1976), p.89.) 
The following result is T heorem  2.8 of M agnus et al. (1976), and  is due to  
Reidem eister. A set of rela tors for H  is given by
r [ u r u ~ l ),
where the  u range over £/, r £ R , and  r  is a m apping  from  H  to  H , which we 
define below. Let
W  =  x l ' x ?  . . . x enn
where each e; is e ither 1 or -1, and  define a sequence of elem ents (relative to 
W )  by
Ui — l ,U i+ i =  (p(uiXi ) ~1 ,ai  =  U i X j U for 1 <  i <  n.
Define r ( W )  to  be J liL i a i* T he m apping  r  is called a R eidem eister rew riting 
process.
A set of coset represen tatives for which any initial segm ent of a repre­
sentative is again a represen tative is called a Schreier system . A Reidem eis­
ter rew riting process using a Schreier system  is called a R eidem eister-Schreier 
rew riting process. In general, the R eidem eister-Schreier rew riting  process gives 
a p resen ta tion  which is not in te rm s of th e  originally specified subgroup genera­
tors. B eetham  and C am pbell (1976), M cLain (1977) and  A rrell and  R obertson  
(1984) have given m ethods to  o b ta in  a p resen ta tion  for H  in te rm s of the  
original subgroup generators.
This m ethod  m ay be applied to  the  calculation of th e  Schur m ultip licato r, 
and is described by Johnson  (1990). Let G\  be the  group w ith  generating  set 
X  and relations { [a?, r*] |jc 6 X , r  £ R }  and  let H  be the  subgroup generated  by 
R.  This subgroup is cen tral, and hence abelian. Since H  is finitely generated , 
H  ~  A x T , w here A is free abelian  and  T  is finite. T he Schur m ultip licato r of 
G is precisely T.
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C h ap ter  T hree
Som e In terestin g  G roups o f  Low O rder
In tro d u ctio n
In th is ch ap ter we give m inim al p resen ta tions for a num ber of in teresting  groups 
of ‘low o rd e r’. In this contex t, ‘low o rd e r’ m eans th a t the  com position length  
of the  group  is sm all (in m ost cases less th a n  five and the  order is less th a n  
85), and  a group is in teresting  if it is no t m etacyclic and  it is not abelian. We 
also give some deficiency zero p resen ta tions for some infinite families of two 
genera to r groups which do no t overlap w ith  o ther known families.
M inim al presen ta tions for th e  groups of o rder 36, 48, 54, 60, 72 and  84 are 
given in A ppendix  A.
T hese groups provide exam ples of the  techniques used to  perform  calcula­
tions in finitely presented  groups, and  exam ples of the  techniques used to  prove 
theorem s abou t finitely presented  groups.
T h e  groups are classified according to  the ir com position leng th . Since 
groups of com position length  less th a n  th ree  are either abelian or m etacyclic, 
they are om itted , so are groups of square-free order.
C o m p o sitio n  len gth  th ree
We follow the  no ta tion  of N eubiiser (1967) in describing the  soluble groups 
of com position length  th ree . In the  p resen ta tions given below, p and  q denote 
d istinct prim es. T he presen ta tions for th e  groups of com position leng th  th ree
are
(pq X  p) A»“ = B 1’ = [A , B ] =  1
(r<?)
HIICT«
CNA
,
( D p q  X p) 1 =  A 1’ = B q = C p
= [A,B] = [A,C} =
[B,C) = B * - \
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where x ^  l(m o d  9), x ]} =. l(m od  q), p\q — 1
(Gplq) 1 =  A ” =  B ", C p = A,
1 = [A,B] = [A,C],
[■B,C} = B
where £ ^  l(m o d  <?), xp = l(m od  q), p|<? — 1
(BP=,) A« = BP2 = 1, [ A , B ] = A * - \
2
where x1' ^  l(m o d  q), xv = l(m od  q),
(A ,) A 2 = B 3 =  ( B A f  =  1
(Dp, x 9) 1 =  A' =  B q = Cv
= [A,B} = [A,C),
[B,C\ = B r~l ,
where x l(m o d  q), xp =  l(m od  q), p|g — 1
(Kpqi) A" =B* = CP =[A,B} = 1,
[A,C] =  AI - ‘ , [B,C]
where x ^  l(m o d  g), =  l(m od  g), p|<? — 1
(X pj^i)) A* = B« = C* = {A,B] = 1,
l i ,C ]  =  i - 1, [B,C] = B1*-1 ,
where x ^  l(m o d  9), x?> =  l(m od  9), s ^  0, l(m od  9), p\q — 1, p > 2, 9 > 3. 
There are (p — l )/2  non-isomorphic groups L pq2($). L pqi(s)  ~  L pq^(s’) if and 
only if s = s '(m od  p ) or ss' = l(m od  p ).
(Mp,0  A«2 = B ” =  1, [A,B] =  A *-1,
where x ^  l(m o d  92), xp =  l(m od  q2), p|9 — 1.
(Npqi) 1 =  A'1 = B “ = C1'
= {A,B],
[A,C} = A - 1B,
[.B,C ] = A - 1B X"+X- 1,
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where x is an element of order p in GF( q2), p\q +  1, P  7^  2.
(.p3) 1 = A p =  B p =
C7 =  [A,Ä],
1 =  [A,C] = [£,C].
Of these groups, only A ± ,K p2q, K pqi , L pq2(s ) ,Npqi and p3 are interesting. 
Since the m ultiplicator of A4 has order 2, the presentation given above is an 
efficient, one.
The group G generated by a, b and c with defining relations
c2 =  aqb \
1 =  [a, 6], 
a a+1 =  c_1a/yc,
6a+1 =  c-1 6a c,
where a  =  (<7 — 1 )/2  is clearly a preimage of K 2q2 . It can be shown to be 
isomorphic to K 2 q 2 as follows. Since c2 is central,
an =  ( a " ) '3 =  (c-1 aa c)c 
=  c - 1o“ +1c =  ( a ° ) V  
=  a “ + 1a c ,
and so ar = a - 1 ; from this we have (a'*)c but (a ,y)r =  n 'y+1, so
a~n = a " +1, i.ea« =  1.
We will show th a t the group K  defined by the relations
1 = A 9 = B 9 = C 2,
X  =  [A, B},
A c  =  A ~ \  B c  = B ~ \
1 ={A, X}  = {B,X] = [C,X
= X 9,
has order 2q2 and together with the group generated by X  is a defining pair 
for K 2q2. This shows th a t the m ultiplicator of K 2q^  has rank at least one. The 
presentation given above for G is thus a Schur-efficient presentation for K 2 q 2 .
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Let x = A , y  = B  and  z = X .  We use the m odified coset enum eration  
m eth o d  of B eetham  and C am pbell (1976) to  find a p resen ta tion  for the  sub­
group H  generated  by x, y and  2. F rom  the  requirem ent th a t each of the  sub­
group generato rs fix coset 1, we deduce th a t 1A =  £ l , l i ?  =  y  1 and IX  =  zl.  
A pplying these deductions to  the rela to rs gives no fu rth er deductions and  no 
coincidences. Defining 1C = 2 gives the  following deductions: 2C =  1 from  
c 2 =  1, 2A = x ~ ' 2  from  C ~ l A C A  =  1, 2B  = y ~ l 2 from  C ^ B C B  = 1 
and  2 X  =  z _12 from  [C, X] =  1. These deductions lead to  no coincidences 
and  resu lt in a com plete coset tab le , showing th a t H  has index two in K . A 
p resen ta tion  for H  on generators x , y  and  2 is
1 =  x q
=  y \  
z = [x,y],
1 =  [x,z] =  [y,z]
(T he relations C 2 = 1 , A c  = A  1 and  B c  =  B  1 lead to  triv ial relations 
in H.) T his is clearly a p resen ta tion  for a group of o rder qz .
T he groups Lpq2 (s) have o rder g reater th a n  100, and  are not considered 
here. O f th e  groups N pq2 only the  sm allest (w ith p =  3, <7 =  5) is of in terest 
here, and  it has a p resen ta tion
1 =  A 5 = B r° = C z 
= {A,B]
[A,C] — A ~ 1B,
[B,C] =  A-1 B
Let K  be the  group w ith the  following relations
1 =  j457 7 =  B 3ß r
= c 3
=  [A, B]a~3
= {A,C]B-'7
=  A - ' B 3^ ^ )
and a , ß  and  7 are central. From  the  p resen ta tion , a  is b o th  in the  derived 
subgroup of K  and  in the  centre of K . P rovided th a t a  is no t triv ial, i f  is a
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central extension of A352, and  K '  fl Z ( K )  is a hom om orphic im age of M(iV352).
A coset enum eration  shows th a t K  has o rder 375, and thus the  m ultip licator 
has rank  a t least one. T he group w ith  p resen ta tion
( 3 - 0 )  (a, c; a° =  (ca )3, c3 =  (ca -1 )3 =  1),
is clearly a preim age of A352. (Use T ietze transfo rm ations to  elim inate the 
generator B.)  A nother coset enum eration  shows th a t the  o rder of th e  group 
defined by (3 • 0) is 75, and  thus (3 • 0) is a m inim al p resen ta tion  for N 352.
T he quatern ion  group Qg has a well known deficiency zero presen ta tion :
(a, 6; bab =  a, aba =  6), 
for exam ple, see C oxeter and  M oser (1980).
Let Gp be the  group genera ted  by x and  y w ith  defining relations
I — x v = yp
= [[*,2/1,3/]
= [[*,2/], *],
where p is an odd prim e. It is easy to  verify th a t Gv is a preim age of the  group 
p3, for exam ple, under the  m app ing  x >—> A , y  B . T he o rder of Gp divides 
p3 and so Gv is isom orphic to  p 3 and  p 3 is presentab le  w ith a 2 genera to r, 4 
relation p resen ta tion . Since the  m ultip lica to r of p3 is e lem entary  abelian of 
order p2, we have an efficient p resen ta tion  for p 3.
C om p osition  len g th  four
In th is section, we consider som e of the groups of o rder p4, p odd, 23g, 
q >  1 and q odd. T he groups of o rder p4 were first classified by H older (1893), 
and B urnside (1911) has given presen ta tions for these groups. T he groups of 
order p3 q have been classified by W estern  (1899).
T he groups o f  order 23g, w ith  q > 1 and q odd
The only non-abelian  and  non-m etacyclic groups of o rder 8q are the  fol­
lowing:
( 3 - 1 )  1 =  a 2 =  ß 2 =  7 2 =  6q
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=  [<*,ß] = [« ,7] =  [«>$]
=  [ß,l] = [ / M ] ,
6 7  =  Ä “ 1 .
This group is (9) in W estern’s list.
( 3- 2)  1 =  a 4 =  ß 2 = 7 9
= bs^]>
ol^  —  a 1, 7a = 7  1.
This group is (11) in W estern’s list.
( 3- 3)  l  =  a 4 = / 34 = 7 3,
o? = ß \
a -1 =  a '3, a 7 =  ß,
ß~* =  a/3.
This group is (17) in W estern’s list, and is isomorphic to 2 ,3). The group 
defined by these relations has order at most 24, and there is an isomorphism 
defined by
a  I— ►
(3- 4)  l  =  a 4 = / ? 2 = 7 3,
a “1 = a ß , ( a - y  = ß,
= <*2ß,
7 n =  i 2a-ß .
This group is (18) in W estern’s list, and is isomorphic to the sym m etric group 
S4. The mapping a (1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ),/?  > (1 ,2 )(3 ,4 ),7  (1 ,4 ,2 ) extends to a
homomorphism to (3 • 4) onto S4, and a coset enum eration shows th a t ( 3- 4)  
has order 24, and so is isomorphic to 54.
(3-5)  l  = a 2 = ß 2 = T  = 8 \
1 =  [a ,ß\  = [a, 7] =  \ß, l ] ,  
a* = ß,  ß* = 7 , 7* =  aß.
This group is (19) in W estern’s list.
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T he groups 5 X (2 ,p ), p an odd prim e have zero deficiency (C am pbell and 
R oberston  (1980)), so (3 -3 ) is efficient. S 4 has long been know n to  be efficient, 
w ith defining rela tions
( 3 - 6 )  a4 = b 3 = (ab)2 =  1 ,
for exam ple, see C oxeter and  M oser (1980).
T he group  (3 • 5) of o rder 56 is a cyclically presen ted  group w ith deficiency 
zero found by Johnson  and M awdesley (1975):
(3 -7 ) x 6 = x 4x 4, x 3 =  *4* 1, x 2 = x 3x 6,
x 5 = x 6x 3, x 4 = x 5x 2, Xj =  x 2x 5,
which m ay be simplified to  a  two genera to r, two relation p resen ta tion
( 3 - 8 )  1 =  x 2y x y z
=  y 2x y x 3,
w here x =  xi  and  y — x 4. We have found an o th er zero deficiency presen ta tion
( 3 - 9 )  a2 =  67,
(abab~1)2 =  abab~z ab2,
w here th e  correspondence betw een th is p resen ta tion  and  (3 • 8) is given by 
a — x 1y and  b = y ~ l . Coset enum eration  shows th a t (3 • 9) has o rder 56.
Let Wo(q)  be the  group defined by ( 3 - 1 ) ,  let q be an  odd prim e, and  let 
K q be the  group defined by the  relations
1 =  x 2q — y 1 — z2 
=  ( zy)2 =  ( ^ _1 )2 =  y x y x ~ l .
We now show th a t  K q is isom orphic to  W$(q).  F rom  the rela tions, it is clear th a t 
y com m utes w ith  b o th  x an d  z, and  also th a t zxz  =  x ~ l . T hus every elem ent 
of K q m ay be w ritten  in th e  form  x ry 8z t , w ith  0 <  r < 2<7, 0 <  s , t  <  2, 
so K q has o rder dividing 8q. T here is a hom om orphism  of K q on to  W$(q) 
defined by x 1—> a8, y i—> /?, z 7 , so K q is isom orphic to  W$(q).  It is clear 
th a t Wg(q)  is the  d irect p ro d u c t of the  subgroups (a ,/? ) and  (7 ,^ ) , so th a t 
M( W, ( q ) )  = M ( ( a , ß ) )  x M ((7 , 6)) x ((a ,/? )  0  (7 ,* )). Now, M ( ( a , ß ) )  = C 2, 
and the  tenso r p ro d u c t is isom orphic to  C2 x C2: so the rank  of M(Wg(q))  is
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at least th ree, bu t the p resen ta tion  given above for K q shows th a t it is no m ore 
th a n  th ree , and th a t W$(q) is a fam ily of Schur-efEcient groups.
by
Let q be an odd integer g reater th a n  one, and  let Gq be th e  group defined
1 =  x 2 = y* = {yx)q+1(y 1 x ) q 1.
We show th a t Gq is isom orphic to  the  group (3 • 2) in W este rn ’s list of groups 
of order 8q. Consider the  group K  generated  by t , c t ,ß  and  7 w ith defining 
relations
t =
1 =  ß2 = lq
= bs/3],
a ß =  a ~ \  70 =  7 _1 ,
1 =  [*,/3] =  [*,7].
We show below th a t th is group, toge ther w ith the  subgroup generated  by t is a 
defining pair for (3 -2 ) , and  this shows th a t the  m ultip lica to r of (3 -2 )  has rank  
at least one, and thus the  groups defined by Gq have m inim al presenta tions.
T he quotient by the  derived group of K  is elem entary  abelian of order 
four. Let a = a 2, 6 = t and  c =  7. It is easy to  see th a t a, 6 and  c generate the 
derived group of K .  We use the m ethod  of B eetham  and C am pbell (1976) to 
ob ta in  a p resen ta tion  for K 1. From  th e  requirem ent th a t each of the  subgroup 
generators fix coset 1, we ob ta in  the  deductions I t  =  61 and  I7  =  c l .  Defining 
l a  =  2, we deduce 2 a  =  a l  from  the  subgroup genera to r tab les, 21~1 = a~22 
from  th e  relation t = a 4 and 27 =  a c _1a2 from  th e  relation 7™ =  7. At this 
stage, no fu rther deductions are possible and  no coincidences have been found. 
Defining l ß  =  3, we deduce 3/3 =  1, 37 =  c3 and  31 = 63. No fu rth e r deductions 
are possible a t this stage, so define 2/3 =  4. This gives th e  deductions 4/3 =  2, 
47 =  ac 1a _14 ,3 a  =  a _14 ,4 a  =  3 and  4 =  a 24. At th is stage, the  coset 
tab le is com plete, and  there  are no coincidences, and  no fu rth e r deductions. 
This shows th a t K '  has index four in K .
Rew riting the  relations of K , we ob ta in  the  following p resen ta tion  for K
1 =  a26 =  c«
=  [a, c] =  [6, c]
4=  a .
This clearly defines a group of o rder 22 <7, and thus K  has o rder 24<7, and  is 
therefore a covering group of (3 • 2).
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1 =  (xy 1)q z (xy )q+1xy  1 xy  1
In Gq we have
x =  ( yx)2(y 1x)q 1(yx)q 2y ,
we have
1 =  ( x y ~ 1)q~z (xy )q+1 ’ {yx)2{ y ~1x)q~ 1{yx)q~2y y ~ 1x y ~ 1 
=  ( x y ~ l )q~z ( xy )qJrl ( yx )2 ( y~ l x)q~l ( yx)q~z .
Conjugating this relation by ( xy ~ 1 )q~z (xy)q~l gives 1 =  (xy)2 (yx Y  =  ( x y ' Y  
In particular, we find that y 2 is central.
Let b =  (xy ) q , then
b2 =  (xy)q x y ( xy ) q~ 1
=  (xy)q(yx )2( y ~ l x ) q~l (yx)q~2y 2( xy )q_1, 
and as y 2 is central we obtain
b2 =  (xy)q~2 x y 2x ( y ~ l x)q~l ( yx)q~2 (xy)q~l
=  (xv ) q ~ 2 ( y ~l x )q l  ( y x ) q ~ 2 (xy ) q l  y 2
=  y ~ l x ( yx ) q~2 (xy ) q~l y 2.
Since q is odd and greater than one, we also have that
( yx)q~2(xy )q~1 =  ( yx)q~3 (xy)q~2 
=  (ya3)fi_4
=  ( ^ ) ( ^ ) 2 
=  xy 3-
So b2 =  y 1x x y zy 2 =  1. Let Q =  (xy )q 1, then Q'7 — 1. Let a 
(y z )9-1 y _1; then
a2 =  ( yx)q~l x ( yx ) q~2 y ~ l
=  (y®)9“ 2y(y®)9- 2y _1 
=  (yz)9~ 3y(yz)fi_3y 
=  (yz)9~4y(yaOfjf_4y _1
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so th a t a2 is central and a4 =  1. Also,
ba = (xy)q (yx)q~ l y ~ x
=  (xy ) q l  ( yx )q 2 y 2 y ~ 1 
=  i xy ) q~2 ( yx )q~z y * y ~ l 
=  (xy ) 2 {yx )y 2 (q~2 )y ~ 1 
=  xy ( y 2 )q~l y ~ l
= x y 2(q~1]
—  X
since q is odd, so th a t (ba) 2 = 1. Note th a t
a ~ l QaQ = y ( x y ~ l )q~ l (xy )q~l ( y x ) ^ 1 y ~ l ( x y )q~ l ,
and then
(x y)q~l (yx )q~l = ( x y ) q ~ 2 ( y x ) q~ 2 y 2
=  (xy ) q~3 ( yx )q~z y 4i 
=  ( y 2 ) q~ 1
=  1,
so a l QaQ = y ( x y ~ l )q~1y ~ 1 ( x y ) ' ^ 1 , and by above, a~1QaQ = 1. We also 
show th a t Qa~l = y.
Q a_1 =  (xy)q~ 1 y ( x y ~ 1 ) q ~ 1
=  (xy ) q~2 y ~ 1 (xy ~ 1 )q~2 y 2 
=  (x y ) q~z y ~ x(xy ~ x)q~z y 2
=  y-
The above calculations show th a t a, 6 and Q generate Gq, and tha t they 
satisfy the relations a4 =  b2 =  Qq =  1, Qa = Q -1 and ah =  a - 1 . Since b and 
Q are both  powers of xy  it is clear th a t they commute. This shows th a t Gq is 
a quotient of (3 • 2). To see th a t Gq is isomorphic to (3 • 2), it is easy to check 
th a t the m apping of Gq onto (3 • 2) given by x i—» ßct and y  > 7 a -1 extends 
to a hom om orphism  of Gq onto (3-2) .
T he grou p s o f  order p4
The following presentations for the groups of order p4, p an odd prime are 
given in Burnside (1911):
(3 - 10) 1 =  p v 2 = QP, pQ = p l +p\
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This group is (6) in Burnside’s list.
(3 -1 1 ) 1 =  P ^ 2 =  QP = RP,
QPP = R~1QR,  [P, Q] = [P ,P ] =  1.
This group is (7) in Burnside’s list.
(3 *12) 1 =  pp2 = Qp\  pQ = p!+P .
This group is (8) in Burnside’s list.
(3 -13) 1 =  PP2 = QP = RP,
P 1+p = P r , [ P , Q ]  =  [Q,R] = 1.
This group is the direct product of (Q) and (P, R) and is (9) in Burnside’s list. 
(3 -14) 1 =  PP2 = QP = RP,
PQ = P R, [P,Q] = 1.
This group is (10) in Burnside’s list.
(3 -15) 1 =  P’’2 =  QP,
P 1+p = pQ ,[P,R] = Q,
1 =  [<?,Ä],
where there are three isomorphism types of groups with =  0, a  =  1 and a 
any nonsquare modulo p. These groups are (11) in Burnside’s list.
(3 -16) 1 =  P ’' = QP = RP =  Sp,
R s = RP, Qs = Q,
P s = P , Q r = Q,
P R =  P, P Q = P.
This group is the direct product of (Q) and (P, P , S) and is (14) in Burnside’s 
list.
(3 -17) 1 =  pp = QP = RP = SP,
[R,S] = Q,[Q,S} = P,[P,S} = 1,
[Q,R} = [P,R] = [P,Q} = l ,
if p >  3, ((15) in Burnside’s list), and if p =  3
(3 -18) i  =  po = Q> = R*
= [P,Q], Q = [P,R],
IQ,R} = Q - 1P~3Q.
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This group is (16) in B urnside’s list.
Of these groups, (3 • 10) and  (3 • 12) are m etacyclic. T he groups defined by 
(3 • 13) and  (3 • 16) are direct p roducts . In the  case (3 • 13), the  group (P , P )  is 
the  non-abelian  m etacyclic group of order p 3, and  has an efficient p resen ta tion
P p2 =  RP, P R =  P 1+^,
and  so a p resen ta tion  for (Q) x (P, R) is
1 =  g p , pp2 = RP, P R = p 1+p,
1 = [P,Q] = {R,Q}.
Since the  m ultip licator of (3 • 13) has rank  two, the  p resen ta tion  given above 
for (3 • 13) is an efficient one.
In the  case (3 • 16), the  group (P, P , S) is the  non-abelian , non-m etacyclic 
group of o rder p3 and  exponent p. It has an efficient p resen ta tion
1 = RP = Sp = [5, [P, 5]]
=  5 2P 5 _ 1P _ 2S - 1P ,
w here P  =  [P , S], The direct p ro d u c t then  has a p resen ta tion
1 =  Rp = Sp = [5, [P, S]}
= 5 2P 5 - 1 P _25 -1 P
= QP = [Q,R\ = [Q,S\.
T he rank  of the m ultip licato r of th is group is four, and so the  p resen ta tion  
given above is an efficient one.
Let K be the group w ith  defining relations
(3 -20) 1 =  P 97 =  Q3ß = P 3
=  [P.C?]« -1 =
= {Q,a) = [R,a) = {P,ß]
= [Q,ß} = [R,ß} = [a,ß]
= [-P.t ] =  [<?,7] =  [ £ ,7]
=  [« ,7] =  1/3,7]-
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Coset enum eration  shows th a t th is group has o rder 3C, and  directly from  th e  
p resen ta tion , the  group generated  by a , ß  and 7 is seen to  be contained in bo th  
th e  derived subgroup of K  and  the  centre of K , and  the quotien t K / ( a , ß ,  7) is 
isom orphic to  the  group (3-18). A calculation w ith Cayley shows th a t K'C)Z(K)  
has o rder nine and exponent th ree , and  so the  m ultip licato r of (3 • 18) has rank  
a t least two. Clearly x = P  and  y = R  generate  (3-18) and satisfy the  relations
1 = y z =  i xy ) z = { x y 1)3 = [^ 3,2/],
and  coset enum eration  verifies th a t the  group defined by these relations has 
o rder 34, and thus this is a m inim al p resen ta tion  for (3 • 18).
Let Gp.i 4 be the group genera ted  by a and  b w ith  the  defining relations:
1 =  ap2 = bp 
= [«,[«,&]] =  [[«,&],&]•
Let G be be group defined by (3 • 14). T he order of M ( G / G ' )  is p, and  4>(G) is 
Gp x Cpi so th a t by the  results of C h ap te r Two, the  o rder of M( G)  is p2. To 
see th a t the rank  of M( G)  is two, consider the  group G* defined by
1 =  PP2 = QP = RP,
P Q  = P r , [ P , Q } = a ,l Q , R } = ß ,
1 =  {P,a} =  [P,ß}
=  [Q,a] = |Q,/?]
=  [R,a] =  [R,ß]
= [<*,ß]
=  o? = ßP
= [pr,Q] = {pr,R}
= [PP,a) = {pP,ß}.
It is clear th a t G * has o rder dividing pG (for exam ple, by considering the  lower 
cen tral series). We show th a t G* has o rder pG. Let x — P p, y  =  Q , z =  R , w  = a 
and  H  be the subgroup of G * genera ted  by x , y , z  and  w.  We (again) use th e  
m ethod  of B eetham  and  C am pbell (1976) to  show th a t H  has index p in G *, 
and  to  ob ta in  a p resen ta tion  for H . From  the  subgroup genera to rs, we deduce 
th a t 1Q =  p i ,  1R = z \  and  la: =  w l. For i = 1 , 2 , . . .  , p  — 1, define coset i +  1 
by i P  = i 1. We deduce th a t p P  =  x \ .  From  the  a ~ 1 P -1 a P  re la to r tab le, 
we deduce th a t pa = x w x ~ l p from  th e  first row, and  th a t i a ~ l — w ~ l i for 
2 <  i <  p — 1. The p —th  row is also com plete, b u t yields no new inform ation ,
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nor does it give any coincidences. We deduce th a t 1/ ? _ 1  =  [z,y]l  from  the first 
row of th e  ß ~ 1 [Q, R\ table. (In th is coset enum eration , we only use the  first row 
of th is tab le  to  o b ta in  a deduction .) From  the  ß ~ l P ~ xß P  tab le , we deduce th a t 
pß  =  x[z, y]x~1p from  the  first row, and  th a t i ß - 1  =  [z,y]i for 2 <  i <  p — 1 . 
T he last row is again com plete, b u t yields no o ther deductions, nor does it give 
any coicidences. Similarly, we deduce th a t pQ~~l — x w y ~ l x 1p from  the first 
row of th e  a -1 [P, Q] table, and  th a t iQ = y w ' ~ 1i for 2 <  i <  p — 1. As above, 
the last row yields no coincidences or new deductions. Using the  Q 1[P,R\  
tab le  gives p i ? - 1  =  x y z ~ l x ~ 1p from  the  first row and i R  =  2  I I ^ o  yw 'h  f° r 
2 <  i <  p — 1 . These words m ay be simplified by observing th a t w is a central 
elem ents of G* , so th a t for 2 <  i <  p — 1 we have i R  =  z y l l w*(,)i, where 
s(i) =  i(i — l ) / 2 .  Similarly, the  last row gives no o ther in form ation . At this 
stage the  coset tab le  is com plete, and  applying the inform ation  in the  coset 
tab le  to  the  o the r re la to r tab les gives no new deductions, nor does it give any 
coincidences, and  thus H  has index p in G*.
A p resen ta tio n  for H  is te rm s of x , y , z  and  w is
1 =  x v — yp = w v — zp
= [z,y}v
=  [z,y][y,zyl~ l ] for i =  2 , 3 , . . .  ,p
and  x ,ie  and  [z,p] are cen tral elem ents of H.  F rom  this p resen ta tion , it is 
easy to  see th a t  the  quotient of H  by the  derived group is e lem entary  abelian 
of order p4, and  hence G* is of order a t least p° . T he m eth o d  above m ay be 
used to  show th a t the  subgroup of H  generated  by x , w  and  [z,y\ has index 
p2 in ÜT, and  is e lem entary  abelian  of o rder p3, showing th a t G* has order p . 
A m ore direct way to  see th a t H  has order p° is to  observe th a t there  is a 
hom om orphism  <p from  H  on to  th e  group $ (1 J ) of o rder p° (see Jam es (1980)) 
which has defining relations:
1 =  *1 =  a1; = a? = CL* 
a 2 = [ a i , a 0]
and  0 2 , 0:3 and  0 4  are cen tral in $ ( 1 J ). T he hom om orphism  <p is defined by
<p(x) - olz
<p(y) =  a 4
<p(z) = o 0
l f ( w)  =  O i .
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It is also clear th a t a  and ß  are b o th  contained in (G *)' D Z(G*).  We have 
th a t G ~  G*/ (a , ß ) , and th is suffices to  show th a t the  rank  of M (G )  is two. 
Gp.i4 is a pre-im age of (3 • 14), and  so it rem ains to  show th a t Gp. 14 has order 
dividing p4 to  give an efficient p resen ta tion .
As [a, b] is central,
1 =  [ay ]  =  [a, 6p_1][a, b] [a, 6 ,t**- 1 ] =  [a,*]*.
This com pletes the  proof for th is case.
Let Gp. 17 be the  group genera ted  by a and  b w ith  the  defining relations
1 =  aP =  (a6)p 
= [&, a, &]
=  [6, a, a, a];
Gp.i7 is a pre-im age of (3 • 17). Using the  no ta tio n  of Havas and  R ichardson 
(1983), define c3 =  [6, a ] ,c4 — [c3,a ] ,c 5 =  [c3,&],c6 =  [c4,a ] ,c 7 =  [c4,fc],c8 =  
[c5,6]. To show th a t Gp. 17 has class at m ost th ree , it suffices to  show th a t 
cq =  c7 =  cs =  1 (see Havas and  R ichardson (1983)). N ew m an (private 
com m unication) has pointed  ou t the  result of Sims (1987), w here a procedure 
based on string  rew riting rules is described to  verify the  n ilpotence of finitely 
presented groups. This p rocedure m ay also be used to  perform  calculations 
sim ilar to those given below.
It is obvious th a t cq =  1. We also have C5 =  [c3, b] — [6, a, b] =  1, so c3 =  1 , 
and  it rem ains to  show th a t c7 =  1.
Consider
Also,
[6, a, ab\ =  [6, a, b\ [6, a, a] [6, a, a , b] 
= [6, a, a] [6, a, a, 6]
=  C4C7
[6, a, a&] =  [6, a, 6a[a, 6]]
=  [6, a, [a, 6]] [6, a, 6a]
= [[6,a],[a,6]][6,a,6a]^
=  [6, a,
=  {[6, a, a] [6, a, 6] [6, a , fe,
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So C3C4C3 1 — C 4 C 7 ,  so C7 =  [c4 ,c3 1]. We also have
c7 =  [c4,t]
=  [c4, (a&c3) a - 1 ]
=  [c4, a _1][c4, a&c3]°
=  [c4,a6c3]a (since [c4 ,a] =  1) 
=  ([c4,6c3][c4,a ]bc3r " 1 
=  [c4,6c3]ft 
=  ([c4,c 3][c4,6]C3)ft 
=  ([c4,c 3][c7 3)a 
=  a[c4, c3]c3 " c 7 C3a _1 
=  1
because C7 — [c4,c3 x], and  so Gp. 17 is of class a t m ost th ree , and  thus Gp. n  
has o rder dividing p4.
Let Gp. 15 be the group defined by the  relations
ap = [it, a, a], 1 =  u p,
1 =  [ i t ,  a ,  i t ] .
Gp. 15 is a preim age of the  the  group defined by (3 • 15) in the  case w hen a = 0 . 
(T he m apping  a P , it 1—> R  ex tends to  a hom om orphism  of Gp. 15 onto  (3 -15).)
It is clear th a t [it, a, a, a] =  1 and  also th a t [it, a, it, a] =  1 .
It follows from  the  argum ent used above th a t [it, a, a, it] =  1, so Gp. 15 is of 
class 3 . Let t = [it,a]. We w ant to  show th a t <  p4.
Now, [tya\ = ap is cen tral, so
1 = [i,ap)
=  [t, a • ap_1]
=  [l,a?,_1][l,fl][l,a ,ap"1]
=  [<, ay>_1][t, a] since Gp.15 is class 3 
=  [t , a p- 2}[t,a]2
= M P
Also, let a? =  [tf_1,a ], so th a t a: =  a ~p, so 72 is cyclic of o rder a t m ost p, 
and Gp. 15 has order dividing p4 . To com plete the  proof, from  the  p resen ta tion
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(3 • 15), the derived group is of o rder p 2, and  hence the m ultip licato r has order 
at m ost p (4 2 )(4— 2  — l )/2 _  p. a iS05 th e  m ultip licato r has o rder a t least p, and so 
the  p resen ta tion  given above is a m inim al one. These bounds on the  order of 
the  m ultip licato r also apply in the  cases w hen a  is non-zero in the  p resen ta tion  
(3 • 15). Let Gp.isa be the  group defined by
1 =  [it, a , u],
w here a  is non-zero. It is clear th a t the  m apping  a i—> P, u i—► R  extends to  
a hom om orphism  of Gp.is a on to  (3 • 15). T he argum ent used above to  show 
th a t Gp.is is of order p4 and  class 3 is also applicable in th is case, and  so the 
p resen ta tion  given for Gp.i$a is a m inim al one.
S o m e  O th e r  G r o u p s
In this section we present a num ber of families of two genera to r, two rela­
tion groups which are shown to  be finite, non-m etacyclic, and  are not wholly 
contained in the  known families of finite deficiency zero groups.
T he groups are p resented  as follows:
Gi{n)  = ( { z , y } ; z 3 
G 2 {n) = ( { x , y } \ x z 
£ 3  (n) =  { { x , y } ; x 2 
Ga(u ) = { { x , y } - x 2
w here n  is a non-zero integer.
T h e  s t r u c tu r e  o f  Gi(n)
Let n  be a positive in teger (we show below th a t G\(n)  ~  G \ { —n )), let 
G = G i(n ) , and  let A  be th e  preim age of G w ith relations
arv =  x x u, [x3, y] = 1.
(-4 is an infinite group, w ith A / A '  free abelian  of rank  1.) We show th a t the 
relation £ 3 =  1 holds in A , and  hence in G. T he proof below was produced  by 
a com puter p rogram  (which we have w ritten , and  is based on one im plem ented
=  p8u, x v = x x y),
=  y 8 n, x y 2  = [*,3/]),
— 3 y2 11 V \= y , x y =  x a r ), 
=  y n, y 2 = xyxyx) ,
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by Havas and Alford) which im plem ents a m ethod  described by Leech (1977) 
to prove relations in groups. We have
1 =  x~yx x y x
9 — 1 — 1 — 1 2 — 1 — 1 — 1=  x yx y x y xy  x y x
2 — 1 — 2 — 1 2 — 1 — 1 — 1=  x yx y x y x yx y  x y x
3 — 1 — 9 9 — 1 — 1 — 1— x y x ~y~xyxy x y x
3 _1  9 9 9 _1 _3— x y x ^y^xy^x  y x
3 _1  9 9 9 _1  9  3
=  x y x “y- ' x ' yx  yx  ~y x 
= x 7 y ~ l x ~ 2 y x 7, y x ~ l y x ^ 1 y x ~ 2 y ~ 7 x
— x 7y ~ l x ~ 2 y x 7 y x ~ l y x ~ l y x y ^ 1 x 7y 2
3 _1  9 9 3 ___1  3  9
=  x y  x ~yx~y xy  x y ~x
3 _i  i 3   j   3  9
=  x y xyx  y xy  x y ~x
3 _9  i 3   i   3   9— yx y  “xyx  y xy x y ~x
3 — *> — 1 3 — 1 — 9 — 1 — 1=  yx y "xyx  y xy  x y xy
3 _9 _i _  3 i
=  yx y wxyx  yxyx  y xy  
= y x 7 y ~ 2 x y x ~ l y x y x ~ 7 y ~ l x y ~ l 
= y x 7 y ~ 2 x y x - 1 y x ~ l y ~ l 
=  y x zy ~ \
and thus x 3 =  1 in A, and  G.
Let u = x, v = x y , and  let H  =  (u,v).  It is easy to  see th a t H  is a 
norm al subgroup of G, and  from  th e  p resen ta tion  of G, G / H  is cyclic of order 
S\n\. By the  above, i t ’s obvious th a t  u 3 = 1 holds in H\  as v is a conjugate 
of u , and uv  is a conjugate of v, the  relations v 3 =  (uv)3 = 1 follow. Using 
the  relation x y = x x y, we have x y (x - 1 )^ =  x , and  conjugating by y 1 gives 
x yx ~ l =  x y , i.e. v u ~ 1 =  x y , and  the  relation (ru?- 1 )3 =  1 follows.
This shows th a t the  group 33 is a preim age of H , and  so G has order 
dividing 2333|n |.
Let a and b be elem ents of o rder 3 which generate  33, and  let A be the 
split extension of 33 by a cyclic g roup of o rder 8n genera ted  by c, w ith the 
action of c given by ar = b, br = ab. We show below th a t G is isom orphic to  K . 
K  is generated  by a and  c, has order 2333n , and  the  following relations hold:
a C ( 1),
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and
a =  b1 =  ab.
It is easy to  see th a t the  m apping  of G on to  K  given by x i—> a, y i—> c 
extends to  a hom om orphism  of G on to  K , and  th is establishes the  isom orphism . 
O bserve also th a t Gi(n)  = G \ ( —n).
T h e S tructure  o f  G2(™)
Let G = £ 2 (71). In th is section we show th a t G is finite of order dividing 
283 |n |3 by using coset enum eration  and  the  R eidem eister-Schreier algorithm  
( see Johnson  (1990) ).
Let H  be the  subgroup of G genera ted  by y2, x y 2x ~ 1, x y ~ l xy.  H  is a 
norm al subgroup of G ( see C h ap te r Two ), and  a transversa l for H  in G is 
easily seen to be the  set
{ l , y , x , y x  \ x  \ y x } .
A pplying the  R eidem eister-Schreier a lgorithm  th en  gives the  following presen­
ta tio n  for H
1 =  cd~1ag~l 
1 =  cg~l bd~l =  ag~l f ~ l e 
= e f ~ 1g ~ 1b =  ce~1d ~ 1a f  
= c fbd~1e~ 1 
a = b = c4T\
1 =  a(de)~in =
b = (ea)in = ( g f ) i n ,
w here a = x 3,b = yx*y~l ,c =  y 2,d = x y x y _1,e = ( y x ' 1)2, f  =  x ~ 1y x ~ 1y ~ 1, 
and  g = (yx)2.
Elim inating 6, /  and g from  th e  p resen ta tion , and using the  fact th a t a is 
central, a simplified p resen ta tion  for H  is:
1 =  [c- 1 ,a d - 1 ] =  [ae ,cd -1 ] 
a — [d_1, e- 1 ]
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=  [ed,c] =  c4n 
=  (edc~l a ~ l de~l )4n 
=  {a~1d c - 1e dc - 1)4n 
= (d e )_4n.
Hence H / H'  = ({c, d, e}; c4n =  d4n =  e4n =  1, abelian  ) and  \H/H' \  = 2° |n |3, 
and  so |G | is divisible by 273 |n |3. N ote th a t since H / (a) =  H / H ' , we have 
(a) =  H'.
To com plete the  proof of th e  finiteness of G , we show th a t x 6 = 1 in G by 
considering the (infinite) preim age K  of G defined by th e  relations
x y2 = [x,y],
1 =  [xz ,y].
In K ,
1 =  y x ~ l y x y ~ 2 x
9 —9 _9=  yx~yx ~y "x
=  y x 2y x ~ l y ~ 2x y x ~ 1y ~ l x
=  y x 2 y ~ l x y x ~ l y ~ l x y x ~ l y ~ x x
=  x 2, y x ~ l y ~ l x y x ~ l y ~ 1 x y x ~ x y ~ l x
=  x 3y x ~ 1y _1x y x ~ l y~* x y ~ l xy  
3 —1 —1 —1 9= x yx y xy  x y
3 - 1  3= x y x y
Since a = x 3, H'  is of o rder 2 , and  so G is finite of o rder dividing 283 |n |3.
We now consider the  s tru c tu re  of G / H  and  H.  It is easy to  see th a t G / H  
is isom orphic to  the sym m etric  group on th ree  le tte rs . Let a  =  c,/9 =  cd_1, 
and 7  =  cd~1e; then  H  = ( a , ß , j )  and  a p resen ta tion  of H  in te rm s of a ,/3 , 7 
is
1 ^ 8 n  ,3871 _ 877.1 = 0 !  =  p = 7
a = (o 7 ) _4n =  ß An =  a 4" =  [7 , a ],
1 = [hß\ = [<*,/?]
=  [a, a] =  [a,/?] =  [0,7]
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T h e  s tr u c tu r e  o f  ^3(71)
Let n  be a non-zero integer, and  G = Gz(n) ,  where
Gz(n)  =  { { x , y } , { x 2 =  7r 3, x y = x nx y}).
We show th a t  G is finite, and  of o rder 233 |ti| w hen n  is odd. G / G'  is of order 
3 |tt-I, and  cyclic w hen n  is odd. If |tt.| is even, x n is a cen tral elem ent, and 
from  the  second relation we get y ~ 2 xy  = x ny ~ 1x,  and so y ~ l xy  = x n+1 and 
thence [x,y\ = x n . This relation shows th a t the  subgroup generated  by x is 
norm al, and  so (^3(71) is m etacyclic. F rom  now on, suppose th a t n  is odd. The 
subgroup  (a?4) is norm al and  it m ay be seen by either coset enum eration , or 
directly, th a t  G / (x4) is of o rder 24; thus G is finite, and  we ob ta in  an upper 
bound  on th e  o rder of G, by showing th a t the  relation x An =  1 holds . In G,
2 21 =  yx~y
2 -71 - 2  2
=  y x y xyxy  
=  y 2 x~ny ~ 1 x~ny ~ 2 xy 2 xy 2 
=  y 2 x~ny ~ 1 x~ny ~ 2 x y - 1 x~ 1y 2 
=  y 2x - ny - 1xny*n- 2x y - 1x - 1y 2 
=  y 2 x~2ny ~ 2 xyxn~1 y Zn~2 xy~ 1 x~ 1y 2 
=  y 3nxyxn~1 y 3n~2 xy~ 1 x~ 1y 2 
=  7yZnxyxn~1y 3n~2 xy~ 1 x~ 1y ~ 1x ~ 2 
=  y Znx yxn~1y Z n ~ 2 x~n+1y ~ 2 xyx~2 y ~ 1 x ~ 2 
=  y Znxyxn 1 y Zl1 2x n^ 1y ~ 2 xyz x 2 
— xyxn~1y 6n~2 x~n* 1y ~ 2 xyzx ~ 2 
=  xyxn~1y 6n +1  x~n+1y~ 2 x ~ 1 
=  yx n ~ 1 x~4:Uyx~n+1y ~ 2
^  —  4 n  11 — 1 - 71- 1-1 —1=  x x yx y
=  X - i n [x - n + l  - 1 ]_
Since all even powers of x are central, x 4n = 1, and  |G | divides 233 1tz
Let Q = (a,b) be the quatern ion  group, and  A  =  (a) be of o rder 3t, t odd. 
Let H  be the  split extension of Q by A  w ith  th e  p resen ta tion
a4 = l , b 2 = a2, a 3t = 1, 
a "  =  b,bn = b~1a~ 1,
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[a2, a] - [a2, b] = [a3, a] =  [a3, 6] =  1.
Let S' =  a 2, and T  = a 1a A, where
, _  j  —3(t +  l ) /2 ,  if t = —l(m od  4), 
\  3(t — 1 )/2 , if t = l(m od  4).
Then a x is a central element of i f ,  and we show th a t i f  =  (S, T) and tha t 
S ,T  satisfy the relations S -3 =  T 2,T s2 =  T^T5 .
Suppose tha t t =  —l(m od  4); then o  =  S o 2 and =  S xa~2X as a2 is 
central. Now, —2A =  3(t +  1) =  0(mod 4) and a _2A =  1; hence a A =  S A. We 
also have a = a xT ~ l =  S A, and a  =  S T 2S ~ 2X. Thus S  and T  generate H.  
Also, S ~ 3 =  ct_3a2, T 2 =  (a _1o;A)2 =  a~2a 2X = a 2a -3 =  S ~ 3, and so,
T s2(T “ i ) s =  a ~ 2a~1a x+1a2a - xaaa2
— •> _ i=  a  a o a
Thus T t =  a~la Xt = a"1, and r s2 =  T fT s .
For < =  l(m od 4), similar argum ents show th a t S and T generate i f ,  and 
tha t the two relations hold. Thus i f  is a quotient of (7, and |(7| =  24|n| when 
n is odd.
T h e S tru ctu re  o f  ^4(71)
Let i f  be the group defined by
({*,2/}; [x2 ,y] =  1  , y 2 = xyxyx);
then i f  is infinite since i f / i f ' is the direct product of a group of order 3, and 
a free abelian group of rank 1. We show th a t H'  is a quotient of Qs-
Let a = y x y ~ l x ~ 1, b = x y ~ 1 x ~ l y . From the second relation of i f ,  and as 
x 2 is central, we have a =  y ~ l x zy ,and b = y x ^ y " 1; thus a2 = b2 = x 6. Firstly 
we show th a t (a ,6) =  if ' .
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y
X
It is obvious th a t ay 
~1x 2yx = x 3, and , ba = 
3 =  by.
= 6; by = y 1 xy  1 x 1y 2 = y 1 xy  l x 1 x yx yx  = 
x y ~ 1x - 1 y y x y - 1 x ~ l = x y ~ xx ~ l x y x y x x y ~ l x ~ l =
Before showing th a t x norm alizes (a, 6), we show th a t a 4 =  1:
a 2 =  y x y ~ l x ~ 1y x y ~ 1x ~ 1 = y x y y ~ 2x ~ l y x y ~ l x ~ l 
=  y x y x ~ l y ~ l x ~ xy ~ l x ~ l x ~ l y x y ~ l x * 1
=  x ~ 2 y x y x ~ l y ~ 2 x ~ l
— — 6 JC ,
and  so a4 =  a;12 =  1.
Similarly,
a/ =  x ~ l y x y ~ l — x ~ l y x y ~ 2 y 
=  x ~ 1y x x ~ 1 y ~ l x ~ 1y ~ 1 x ~ 1y
— 9 —J  1 __9  1  9 _ 4   9
— x '‘y x y  — x wy x ~xy — x yy  ~xy 
=  x ~ Ay ( x y x y x ) ~ 1 xy  =  x ~ * y x ~ l y ~ l x ~ l
=  x 8 y x ~ 1 y ~ l x ~ 1
— x 6 y x y ~ 1 x ~ 1
=  a2 a = a~ 1,
and,
i x  - 1  - 1  - 2  - 1o — y x yx — x y  xyx
— 9 _ 9=  x yy  “xyx  
=  x ~ 2 y ( x y x y x ) ~ 1 xyx
— 9 _1  _1=  £ “ycc y
- 2  - 1  - 2=  x yx y  y
=  x ~ 2 y x ~ 1 ( x y x y x ) ^ 1y
— x ~‘i x ~ 1y ~ 1 x ~ 1y
=  x 8 x ~ l y ~ l x ~ l y
=  a:6ajy_ 1;c_1y
=  b2b = b ~ \
This shows th a t (a, 6) is a no rm al subgroup of H\  we now show th a t (a, 6) 
is a quotient of Qs by showing th a t ba — a - 1 6.
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From  above, ba = x 3, and
a ~ l b — y ~ l x ~ z y y x 2, y ~ x
=  y ~ xx ~ 2x y x y x x 2y ~ l 
=  x y x x y ~ 1
Since H / ( a , b ) = H / H 1, (a,b) = H ' , and  th e  proof is com plete.
A pplying the  above result to  G = G^(n)  shows th a t since \G/G'\  <  3 |n |, 
\G\ < 233 |n |. A ssum e now th a t n  is positive (the  case w hen n  is negative is 
sim ilar). Observe th a t bo th  y 11 and  y 2 are cen tral elem ents of G^(n).  W hen n  
is relatively prim e to  th ree , G\{ri) is abelian of order 3\n\. W hen n  is divisible 
by th ree , there  is a hom om orphism  <p of G±(n) on to  the  group of o rder 233n 
w ith  defining relations
i  -  a4 =  y 6n, 
a2 = b 2 = y 3n, 
ba = a ~1b, 
a 1 =  6, b^  = ba
given by <p(x) = Y ~ 1b Y ~ n + 1 and  <p(y) = Y , showing th a t |(?4 (n )| =  233n.
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C h ap ter  Four
Som e N ew  E fficient or N ea rly  E fficient Soluble G roups
Johnson  and R obertson  (1978) gave a survey of the  finite groups of de­
ficiency zero known up to  1976. T hey  observed th a t all know n finite sol­
uble groups of deficiency zero had  soluble leng th  less th a n  five, and  con­
jec tu red  th a t the  soluble length  of a finite group having deficiency zero is 
bounded . Subsequent work on groups of deficiency zero ( C am pbell and 
R obertson  (1978,1980ab,1982ab,1984abc)), C am pbell, R obertson  and  T hom as 
(1987abc,1988), C am pbell and  T hom as (1987), C am pbell et al. (1986), 
K enne (1983,1986), M ennicke and  N eum ann (1987), N eum ann (1985,1987) and  
R obertson  (1980,1982)) did no t provide an  exam ple of a finite group of defi­
ciency zero w ith soluble leng th  five or g reater.
The first exam ple of a finite group of soluble length  five having deficiency 
zero was given by K enne (1988). A dditional exam ples of individual groups of 
soluble length  five having deficiency zero are given below. T he first exam ple of 
an infinite family of finite groups of soluble length  five having deficiency zero is 
given in T heorem  1. N ew m an and  O ’Brien (19xx) have also given an  exam ple 
of a finite group of soluble leng th  five having deficiency zero which is d istinct 
from  all the  exam ples given in th is chap ter. T heorem  3 gives an infinite family 
of groups of soluble length  six having deficiency zero, and  T heorem  4 gives a 
fu rth er exam ple of a finite group of soluble length  six having deficiency zero.
T he m ore general problem  rem ains open. P a r ts  of th is ch ap ter have ap ­
peared  as K enne (1988,1990). We also give an exam ple of a deficiency one 
p resen ta tion  for a finite preim age of a group of soluble leng th  seven.
Soluble len gth  five
In th is section, we give a num ber of exam ples of finite groups having de­
ficiency zero and soluble leng th  five. T he s tru c tu re  of these exam ples is quite 
sim ilar (sem i-direct p roducts  of e x tra  special groups w ith relevant linear groups, 
and  direct p roducts of such groups w ith cyclic groups).
The following theorem  exhibits (disjoint) families of finite groups of soluble 
length  five having deficiency zero. We first establish  some no ta tion .
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Let E p be the non-abelian  group generated  by x and y having exponent p 
and  order p 3 w here p is a prim e. E p is p resented  by
1 = x p = y p =  [x,y]p
=  [*» [«,3/]] = [y,[x ,y]}-
T here are au tom orphism s a ,/?  of E 3 defined by
a(x)  = y ~ 1x ~ 1,
<*{y) =
ß(x )  = yxy,
ß{y)  =  x _ 1y ~ l •
We now show th a t the  group genera ted  by a  and  ß  is isom orphic to  S L ( 2 ,3 ), 
the  2-dim ensional special linear group over the  field of th ree  elem ents. O bserve 
th a t S L ( 2,3) is generated  by
A = 1 1 0 1 and  B  —
0 1 
2 0
and  th a t A  and  B  satisfy the  following relations:
( 4 - 2 )
1 -  A 3 = B a =  A B ( A B ~ 1 )2 
=  A B 2 A ~ l B ~ 2.
A som ew hat tedious calculation shows th a t a  and  ß  also satisfy th e  relations
1 = a 3 = ß* = a ß i a ß - 1)2 
= a ß 2a ~ l ß ~ 2
and so the order of (a ,ß)  divides 24. Since ß 2(x) = y x ~ 1y ~ 1, we have th a t 
the order of ß  is four. This suffices to  show th a t the  o rder of (a ,/? ) is 24 since 
S L{ 2,3) has a unique m inim al no rm al subgroup of o rder two generated  by B.
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Let E^S be the semi-direct product of E$ and S L (2 ,3 ) with the action 
given above. E$S is a group of order 648 and soluble length five. We show 
that E3 S has a deficiency zero presentation. The direct product of E 3S  with 
a cyclic group Ck of order k is presented by
1 =  x3 =  y z =  {x,y}3
= [*>[*> 2/]] = [y,lx ,y\]
=  ck =  a3 =  64 
=  ab(ab~ 1 )2 
=  ab2a~1b~ 2,
(4 • 4) x° — y ~ l x ~ l ,
y a =  y ~ l xy, 
x b =  yxy,
y b = x ~1y ~ 11
1 =  [c , a] =  [c, b]
= [c,x] =  [ c , 2 / ] .
T h e o r e m  1. Let Gk be the direct product of E$S and the cyclic group of 
order k , where k is coprime to 12; Gk. is a group of soluble length five having 
deficiency zero.
We prove Theorem 1 by establishing the following lemmas:
L em m a  la .  Let G 1(0) be defined by the relations
(4 .5)
(A B )3 =  B \
1 =  A3 B n A -1 B " +1 A B n + t,
where a  =  l(m od  4); Gi(<*) is isomorphic to the direct product E-.S x |3 a+4 |.
L em m a  lb .  Let GS(a) be defined by the relations
( 4 - 6 )
AB  =  ( B 3A ~ 1)2,
1 =  A 3 B ,x A B " -1 A ~3 B n~2,
where a  — 3(mod 4); G 2 (a ) is isomorphic to the direct product E$S  x C'|3 rt+2 |-
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P r o o f
The deficiency zero presentation for Gk when k =  5(m od 12) or k =  
7(m od 12) is the presentation for Gh(ai) where k =  |3a +  4|, and in the cases 
when k =  l(m o d  12) or k =  l l (m o d  12), is the presentation for £ 2 (0 1 ), where 
k =  13a +  2|.
We will first prove Lemma la . The quotient by the derived group of 
G i(a )  is cyclic of order 3 |3a -f- 4|. To show that G i (a )  is finite, observe that 
B 4 is central and consider the quotient Gh (a )/(J 9 4) which is presentable with 
relations
1 =  ( A B ) 2 =  B \
(4*7)
A 2B (XA - l B°l + l A B cl+ 2.
Since B  has order 4, this presentation defines a single group, and a coset enu­
meration using Cayley shows that this group has order 216 and soluble length 
four). This completes the finiteness proof for G i(ai).
Let n =  |3a +  4|. Since n is relatively prime to 3, there are integers u and 
v such that 3u +  nv  =  1. Put t =  —it, and note that there is a homomorphism  
B\ of Gi ( a )  onto E$S x C'|3a+4| given by
Oi(A) =  ba~l c \
6l (B)  =  b~1y c - \
To see that 0\ is onto E$ x C7310 :_(_41, let Q =  6 \ {xp ) — ba" 1 and R =  
Q 1 Q\((x y ~ l Y )  =  Q ~ 1ba~1 y ~ 1b. We then have that b =  Q R Q ~ 2R ^ 1 Q which 
shows that B\ is onto.
The proof of Lemma lb  is similar. Again, B A is a central element of ( ^ ( a ) ,  
and the quotient G 2 (q: ) /(jE?4) presented by
1 =  B 4
( 4 - 8 )  =  A 2 B a A B a ~l A ~ l B a ~2,
A B  =  ( B 2A ~ 1)2
defines a single group, not an infinite family. This group has order 216 and 
soluble length four. As the quotient to the derived group is of order 3 |3a  +  2|, 
(■^(a) is finite for all a  =  3(m od 4).
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As for Lemma la , observe that there is a homomorphism 62 of ^ 2 (0 ) onto 
E ZS  x  C |3rt+2| given by
O2 (A) = abac5,
02(B)  = y - l a~ l b - l a x - l c \
To see that $2 is onto E$ x C7|3o:H-21» let V  — #2(A7>) =  (aba)p and W  = 
$2(Bp) =  ( y -1 a ~ 1b~1 a x ~ 1)p . Since (aba)6 =  ( y ~ 1 a~ 1b~1 a x -1 )12 =  1 and 
p — l(m o d  12) or p = —l(m od  12), we have that V  = aba or V  =  (aba)- 1 , 
depending upon the value of p. There is a similar situation for W . In the 
case that V  = aba and W  = y -1 a -1 b-1 a x - 1 , we have that y  =  V ~ 1W 2V W 2, 
a = V W V  2W ~ l and b = V W ~ 2V -1 W - 1 , showing that O2 is onto. The other 
cases are similar.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
The groups defined in Theorem 1 are not the only finite groups having 
soluble length five and deficiency zero. Theorem 2 below provides further ex­
amples of such groups.
Let G 1 be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
(4 - 9)
1 =  u v 2(uv : )2 
=  (u2v ) 2u ~ l v u 2( v u v )~l ,
let G 2 be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
(4 - 10)
1 = u 2v 1u v 2u 2v 2
= u 2v 2u l v 5uv 2u 1v 1,
let Gz be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
(4 - 11) (Msr
(v-3r~lv~\
let G4 be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
(4 - 12)
3 - 1 - 1 - 1
V u V u
3 2 - 1 —3V U  V u v
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let G5  be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
(4 -13)
3 -1 -1=  u VU VU V
3 3 2 - 1=  U V~ UVU V
and, Gc be the group generated by u and v with the defining relations
9 __1 __2 __\  __91 =  u^vu VU V uv
2 _ i  —1 —1 2= U V UV UVU V .
T h eorem  2. Each o f the groups G i, G2, G3, G4, G5 and G& is finite and has 
soluble length five.
Proof:
Let Ü/ 5  be generated by x and y.  It is straightforward to check that there 
are automorphisms a,/3 of defined by
a(;r) =  x y ~ 1 x 2, 
a(y )  =  x 2y x , 
ß(x )  =  x ~ 1y 2x y ~ 1, 
ß( y )  =  x _1.
A straightforward calculation shows that a  and ß  satisfy the relations
(4 • 14)
1 = / 3 4 =  a ß ( a ß ~ 1)2
=  ocß2 a ~ l ß ~ 2
and so the order of (ot,ß) divides 24. Since ß 2{x) =  x y ~ l x 2y , we have that 
the order of ß  is four. This suffices to show that (o,/3) is 24 since S L ( 2,3) has 
a unique minimal normal subgroup of order two generated by B .
Let E ^S  be the semi-direct product of E 5 and < a , ß  > , with the action 
of a  and ß  as given above. E$S  has order 3000, and is of soluble length 5. It 
has the following defining relations
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1 =  =  y5 =  [x, y]5 =  [x ,[x ,2/]] =  [j/,[x,y]]
=  a 3 = /3 4 =  a ß i a ß - 1)2 
= a ß 2 oc~l ß ~ 2
(4 • 15) x n = x y ^ 1 x 2,
y"  =  x 2yx,
= x ~ 1 y 2 x y ~ 1,
P u t u =  a y ~ l x ~ l ß a  and v =  x a ~ 1y a ~ 1 ß. E$S  is generated by u and v 
because a  =  u ~ 3v ~ 1u ~2, ß - v4u ~ 2, x = u ~ 1v ~ 2u v u ~ 2v ~ 1u and y = u vAu ~ 2v. 
Defining relations for E$S  in term s of u and v were constructed using C annon’s 
algorithm  and were found to be
1 =  u v 2(u v ~ 1)2 
=  (uv)su v ~ 2 
= (u2v)2 u ~ 1v u 2(v u v )~1,
6 =  u - 6 .
A coset enum eration shows th a t the preimage of E$S  generated by u and 
v with the defining relations
(4 -1 6 )
(4*17)
1 =  u v 2{uv 2)2 
=  (u2v )2u ~ l v u 2(vuv )~ l ,
has order 3000, and thus E$S  has a deficiency zero presentation. This completes 
the proof for G\.
We now consider G 2 . Let E $ S C  be the direct product of E ^ S  with a cyclic 
group C  of order 13 generated by c.
Let G 2 be the group generated by X  and Y  having the defining relations
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(4 • 18)
1 =  X 2Y ~ 1X Y 2X 2Y ~ 2 
=  X 2Y ~ 2X - 1Y - 3X Y - 2X - 1Y - 1.
Coset enum eration  shows th a t G 2 has o rder 39000. T here is a hom om orphism  
7 : G?2 —> Es S C  defined by
7(X ) =  x 2ß x a  1c6, 
l ( Y )  = a y ß 2c \
which is onto E$SC  because
x = 1 ( X * Y - l X 2Y x - l Y ~ l ), 
y = j ( Y X 3Y X - * Y - 2), 
a = 7 ( Y - ' X - ' Y X ^ Y X - ' Y - * ) ,
ß = 1 ( X2Y ~ l X ZY X Y ~ l X ~ l ),
c = 7 ( ( XY) *) .
Since E*>SC has soluble leng th  five, th is com pletes th e  proof for (?2.
A nother exam ple of a finite group of soluble length  five having deficiency 
zero w ith a s tru c tu re  slightly different from  those given above is shown below.
Let E zS  be the  sem i-direct p ro d u c t of E$ and  S L (2 ,3 ) w ith  the  action given 
above. E$S  is a  group of order 648 and  soluble length  five. We show th a t E$ S  
has a deficiency zero p resen ta tion . Let G3 be the  group generated  by a and  b 
subject to  the defining relations
(4 • 19)
3 \ ba 2 = ( ( a b Y )
=  (6 - 3)3 \ a r 1b~
In a sim ilar m anner to th a t  above, we show th a t G3 is isom orphic to  E 3S  
in two stages. A coset enum eration  over the  identity  shows th a t G$ has order
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648, and  to  com plete the proof, no te th a t the re  is a hom om orphism  8 from  G3 
onto  E$S  defined by
8(a) = ß ~ \
8(b) =  ß ~ l x a ~ l ß ~ l .
To see th a t 8 is in fact onto E$S,  observe th a t x =  8(baba~l b~2 a~ l ) and  
y =  8(a2b3). In the next section, we provide ano ther proof of th e  finiteness of 
G3 by exhibiting it as the  derived group of a finite group of soluble length  six 
and  deficiency zero.
Using sim ilar m ethods to  those above (which are not recorded here), we 
show th a t G4 and G 5 are d irect p ro d u c ts  of E $ S  w ith cyclic groups.
A p resen ta tion  for the  d irect p rod u c t of E3S  and  a cyclic group of order 
five is given by
(4 - 20)
3 - 1 - 1  - 1V u V u
3 2 - 1  - 3VU V u v
w here u = c2a 1b2a2b and  v = a 1b 1c 1. (T he cyclic group of o rder five is 
generated  by c; a and  b are the  generato rs of E3S.)
A presen ta tion  for the  d irect p roduct of E$S  and  a cyclic group of order 
seven is given by
(4 - 21)
1 =  u zvu l vu l v.
=  u zv 3u v u 2v 1
w here u = abz c2 and  v = ab 1 ab 1a2c 3.
Let G be the group genera ted  by x , y , a  and  ß  sub ject to  th e  defining 
relations
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(4 -2 2 )
1 =  x r° =  y° =  [z,t/]
= a4 = (a/?)2a/3-1
= [a,/?2],
£rv =  £ _1, x ß — xy,  
y a = x 2y ~ 2, y ß = x 2y ~ l .
G is the semidirect product of the elem entary abelian group of order 25 with 
a group of order 96 having soluble length four. G has soluble length five.
Finally, let Gq be the group generated by X  and Y  with the defining 
relations
(4-23)
1 -  X 2Y X - 1Y X ~ 1Y ~ 1X Y - 2 
= X 2Y ~ l X Y ~ l X Y  X ~ xY 2.
There is a homomorphism to : Gq —■» G defined by
u>(X) = x - ' ß a - ' ß ,  
w(Y)  =  x 2ß.
and w is onto G because
x = u { Y2X ~ 1Y~2X),  
y =  u ( X ~ %  
a =  u ( Y - 1X - 1Y*),  
ß = co{ X Y 2X 3Y~ 1).
A coset enum eration shows th a t G$ has order 2400 and is thus isomorphic 
to G.
In summary, Theorems 1 and 2 have provided deficiency zero presentations 
for the split extensions of and E$ by 5 T (2 ,3 ), and for some direct products
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of these groups by cyclic groups of odd order. An exceptional case is the split 
extension of C5 X C5 by a group order 96.
Soluble length six
The following theorem exhibits an infinite family of finite groups of defi­
ciency zero having soluble length six.
Theorem 3. Let G{k) be the group generated by a and b subject to the 
defining relations
(4 • 24)
{ab)2 = b6
1 = aAb~l abka~l b.
If k =  3 (mod 6), G{k) is a group of order 1296|& -fi 8 j and has soluble length 
six. G{k) is isomorphic to a direct product H x C|fc+8|> where H is a group of 
order 1296, and Cn is the cyclic group of order n.
Proof:
Observe that the quotient by the derived group is cyclic of order 2 |k + 8 |. 
Since {ab)2 is a power of b, it commutes with b, and since it clearly com­
mutes with ab, it is a central element of G{k). To establish that G{k) is finite, 
we appeal to a theorem of Schur (see Chapter Two). Consider the quotient 
G*{k) = G{k)/ {{ab)2). When k =  3 (mod 6), G*{k) has the defining relations
1 =  {ab)2 = b6 
= a*b~l abza~l b.
A straightforward coset enumeration using Cayley shows that this quotient has 
order 1296, completing the finiteness proof for G{k), k =  3 (mod 6).
Let G = {x,y) be the non-abelian group of order 27 with exponent 3; then 
G has defining relations
(4-26) * * = » 3 = ( * y ) * = ( * » - 1) * = l ,
and it is easy to see that there are automorphisms a , ß  of G given by a{x) =  
x> <*{y) = yx~ \  ß { x ) = y ,  ß{y) = x.
(4 • 25)
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A calculation using Cayley shows th a t a  and ß  generate a group isomorphic 
to GL( 2,3), the two dimensional general linear group over the field of three 
elements, of soluble length four. Let H  be the semidirect product of G and 
(a,/9), with the action of a  and ß  given above. H  is a group of order 1296 and 
soluble length 6.
Let H(k)  be the direct product of H  with a cyclic group of order |k -f 8| 
generated by g. A generating set for H(k)  consists of x , y , a , ß  and g. This 
generating set satisfies the relations
l  =  a.3 = y 3 =  (ajy)3 = ( ajy - 1 ) 8 
= a 3 = ß 2 = ( ( ßa)2ß a 2)2, 
x n = x , y (Y = y x ~ x,
(4 • 27) x ß =  y, yß = x ,
1 =  g \k+8\
=  [x,g\ = [:y ,g}
= W,g]  =  lß,g}-
There is a homomorphism 0: G(k)  —> H ( k ) defined by
0(a) =  ß a ~ l g~2,
0(b) =  ß x - ' a ^ ß a g ' 1.
If u — 0(a) and v =  0(b), then
- 5  - 1 3 2  - 2xg = uv u v u
y g 1 =  ( u v~1)2 u v 2 u v ~ l
ag~°  =
/?^ -3  =  r u _ 1r u 2r _1 ,
and so gG =  (uu_1uu2u _1 )- 2 . Since is trivial and k = 3 (mod 6), the
order of g is relatively prim e to 6, and so g is in the group generated by u and 
v. This establishes th a t 0 is onto H(k \ ,  thus G(k)  is a finite group with soluble 
length at least six.
Observe tha t ker(0) is contained in the derived group of G(k).  It is also 
contained in the centre of G(k).  To see this, the structure of G*(k)  needs to 
be determined. In a m anner similar to th a t above, there is a homomorphism 
0 \ : G*(k)  —> H  defined by
0i(a) =  /9a“ 1,
0\(b) = ß x ~ l a ~ 1ßa.
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Sim ilar com putations to  those above show th a t 0\ is on to  H , and  since coset 
enum era tion  shows th a t G*(k) has o rder 1296, 0\ is an isom orphism . This 
suffices to  show th a t ker(0) is contained in the  centre of G(k).  We have shown 
th a t  (G(k),  ker(0)) is a defining pair for H(k).  By a result of Jones and  W iegold 
(W iegold (1982)), ker(0) is an epim orphic im age of the  Schur m ultip licato r of 
H{k),  w hich is trivial, and  so 0 is an  isom orphism . We have established th a t 
G(k)  is a finite group of soluble leng th  six. This com pletes the  proof of the  
theorem .
As a generalization of the  fam ily G(k)  described above, let G(i, k) be the  
group genera ted  by a and  b sub ject to  th e  defining relations:
( 4 - 28 )
(ab)2 =  bi+1
1 =  a^b~l abk a~l b.
Im posing sim ilar conditions to  those above, consider only the  case when i =  
5(m o d 6 ) and  k =  3 (m od6). In th is case there  is some com pu ta tional evidence 
th a t G ( i , k ) is a finite group of soluble length  a t least six. However, it is not 
know n in general, w hether G(i,  k) is a finite group. O bserve th a t G(5, k ) defines 
th e  sam e fam ily as G(k ).
In a ttem p tin g  to  estab lish  th e  finiteness of G ( i , k ), th e  m ethod  used is 
sim ilar to  th a t  above. O bserve th a t  the  quotien t to  the  derived group is cyclic 
of o rder 2 |k +  2i — 2|. Again, (ab)2 is a cen tral elem ent of G(i , k). To establish 
th a t G(i ,k)  is finite, we w ant to  appeal as above to  a theorem  of Schur and  
B aer. It rem ains to  show th a t the  quotien t G*(i ,k)  =  G( i , k ) /  <  (ab)2 >  is 
finite. W hen k =  3 (m od 6), G*(i ,k)  has a p resen ta tion
(4 • 29)
1 =  (ab)2 =  V+1
=  a H ^ a t f a - ' b .
For a given i, the  o rder of b is bounded  above, and  there  are only |(i +  1 )/61 
(possibly non-isom orphic) groups in th e  family G*(i,k).
For 5 <  i <  47 we have verified using the  Cayley th a t G*(i,  3) is finite of 
o rder 1296.
We now show th a t the  group G( —9) of o rder 1296 and  soluble length  six
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also has a deficiency zero presentation on a generating set where the orders of 
the generators are different from those above.
Let H q be the group G( — 9) described above; Ho is a group of order 1296, 
soluble length 6 and nilpotent length 4 .
Let ao =  a 1x ß  and bo = x ß a ~ x. Since x ß  =  a^boaob^1 > a o and bo 
generate Ho- Using an algorithm  due to Cannon (1973), H q is found to have a 
presentation with the relations
(4-30)
l = (boa~y  
=  « 0  
=  *>0
— t>oa0b0 a0 bo&Q-- i  - i
A m oderately difficult coset enum eration by com puter shows th a t the preimage 
of H o with a presentation on ao and bo with relations
(4-31)
1 =  (i>»a0 2)2, 
a0 bo ao bQ ao bo ao ao
has order 1296, and thus is a deficiency zero presentation for H q-
The subgroup of H q generated by a\ =  a\ and bi = aob^1 has index 2, and 
is thus the derived group of Ho- A two generator, two relation presentation for 
H i = (a i 5^i) is obtained by using a modified form of coset enum eration ( see 
Beetham  and Cam pbell (1976)):
(4 • 32)
H  i =  {ai .bßal  =  ((ai&i)3)61,
=  ( 6 r 3 r 1 6 ^ ) ,
and so we also have a deficiency zero presentation for a finite group of soluble 
length five. This is the group G3 defined in the previous section.
Continuing down the derived series of Ho, H[ = (a i , 63, bi a i b^1) is of 
order 216 and has soluble length four. Using com puter im plem entations of 
the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm  and Tietze transform ations, a deficiency 
zero presentation for H[ of order 216 is obtained on generators a-i — a\ and 
b 2 — b ^ l a\b\ with relations
1    C L -y b * )  C L ^ ) b - y  CL*y b o
--- C L-ybty C L-ybty  CL-y b ^ C L o b - y  .
(4 • 33)
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The following theorem  provides an o th er exam ple of a finite group of de­
ficiency zero having soluble length  six. This group has a som ew hat different 
s tru c tu re  from  those given earlier in th is section.
T h e o r e m  4. Let G be generated by x and y with the following defining rela­
tions:
(4 ■ 34) 1 4 —41 =  x y
=  x 2y x y x y ~ 1x ~ 1y ~ 1x ~ 2y.
G is a group of order 312000 having soluble length  six.
P roof:
Coset enum eration  over the iden tity  shows th a t G has order 312000. We 
determ ine the  s tru c tu re  of G below. T he derived group G'  of G is generated  
by y x , x y , and  y ~ l x y 2 and  has index eight in G. We will show th a t G'  is 
isom orphic to  G2 , of o rder 39000, defined in the  previous section.
A set of Schreier generators for G'  is
yx ,b  = x y , 
ax ,d  = bx~ \  
cx , f  = ex , 
f \ h  = dx~ \
a =  
c =  
e =
9 =  
i =
and using the  R eidem eister-Schreier algorithm , a p resen ta tion  for G' is
1 =  bghd = cefg = dfgh
x  l  2 7 - 2  2 - 2  - 1=  e jgh  — a b  c =  a c e
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(4 • 35)
=  ab2 d~2 =  acef i~ l 
=  acei~1b =  aci~^ db 
=  ai~l hdb =  bd2h~2 
=  c2e~2r 1 = e 2r 2i - 2g~1 
= dh2 g ~ 1i ~ 1 g~1i ~ 1 
=  f 2( i - l g - l )2i - l h - ' i
This presentation contains many redundant generators and relations. We now 
simplify the presentation. Using the first relation to eliminate h =  g~1b~1 d~1 
and simplifying the presentation, we obtain
1 =  bf -1
=  ag~l i ~1 =  ai~l g~ l 
=  b f ~ 1e~1d =  cefg  
=  die~xi ~ l =  a2b~2c 
(4-36) = a 2c - 2e~1 = a b 2d~2
=  acei~1b =  b2i f ~ 1f ~1
2 —2 r — 1 • r2 —2=  c e f  =  a i f  e 
=  agd~2b~l d~1 i 
=  bd2(dbg)2
Next we eliminate /  and simplify the presentation to obtain
1 =  2 =  de-1 
=  ag~1i ~1 =  ai~l g~ l 
=  bgce =  die~l i ~ l
(4-37) =  a2fc-2c =  a2c - 2e-i
=  ab2 d~2 =  acei~l b 
— be2 c~2 =  aib2e~1e~1 
=  agd~2b~l d~1 i 
=  bd2 dbg dbg
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Observe tha t we have now obtained a proof th a t x 8 =  1 holds in G. 
Eliminate i, e and g to obtain
(4 -38)
1 =  acdb
_  „2 l —2= a o c 
= a2c~2d~1 
=  ab2d~2 
= bd2c~2
Using the first relation to eliminate d
(4 -39)
1 =  a2b~2c 
=  a2c~2bac 
=  ab3 acbac 
=  acbacb-1 c2b
From the first relation, ca2 =  62. Substituting this into the second rela­
tion, we obtain ab2c~2b =  1. From the th ird  relation, we have acbac = b~za. 
Substituting this into the fourth relation, we also obtain ab2c~2b = 1, and so 
we obtain a deficiency zero presentation on three generators.
(4 • 40)
1 = a~ b 2c 
= ab2c~2b 
= ab2bacbac
Finally, eliminate c to obtain
(4 -41 ) 1 = a2b~1ab2a2b~2
= a2b~2a~ 1b~3ab~2a~1b~1
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This is a presentation for the group G2 of order 39000 described in the 
previous section, and so G is a finite group of deficiency zero having soluble 
length six.
A further calculation with Cayley shows that G is isomorphic to a semidi- 
rect product of G2 and Cs generated by X . The action of X  is given by
xx = y~1xy~1,y x  =  x~2y , 
a x  =  xya~lß~ l , 
ß x  = axß~1 a~1y,
The following theorem is due to A.Wegner (Newman, private communica­
tion), who has shown that there are two other non-isomorphic groups of order 
1296 with soluble length six having deficiency zero.
Theorem 5. Let G\ be presentable with defining relations
(4 • 42) 1 = ababab~2 a~1 b
= a2ba~2ba2b'~2
and let G2 be presentable with defining relations
(4-43) 1 = aba~1ba~1bab~2
= a2ba-l b~zab2.
G1 and G2 define non-isomorphic groups of order 1296 having soluble length 
six.
Proof:
(Due to A.Wegner.) Coset enumeration shows that both groups are of 
order 1296. The Cayley program and output given in Appendix C show that 
they are not isomorphic. Cayley is used to compute the conjugacy classes of 
both groups and since they have different numbers of elements of order three, 
the groups cannot be isomorphic. Note that neither group is isomorphic to 
(j (—9) of order 1296 and soluble length six defined in Theorem 3 above. This
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may be seen again by considering the class structure of G( — 9). This completes 
the proof of Theorem 5.
Soluble len gth  seven
A calculation with Cayley shows that the permutations x and y below 
generate a group G of order 82944(= 21034) having soluble length seven.
* =(1,66,38,41,15,56,28,32)(2,65,37,42,16,55,27,31)
(3,7,58,25,5,13, 71,48)(4,8,57,26,6,14, 72,47)
(9,36,46,30)(10,35,45,29)( 11,17,39,52,12,18,40,51)
(19,21,64,53,62,43,24, 70)(20,22,63,54,61,44,23,69) 
(33,68,50,59,34,67,49,60),
y =(1,22)(2,21 )(3,29)(4,30)(5,6)(7,62)(8,61)(9,10)(11,42)(12,41) 
(13,14)(15,35)( 16,36)(17,66)( 18,65)(19,28)(20,27)(23,49)(24,50) 
(25,52)(26,51)(31,48)(32,47)(33,54)(34,53)(37,38)(39,67)(40,68) 
(43,45)(44,46)(55,69)(56, 70)(57,60)(58,59)(63, 72)(64, 71).
These permutations satisfy the following relations (which were constructed 
by using Cannon’s algorithm)
(4*44) y \ x \ { x y ~ ' ) \
xAyx~2yx~2yx~2yxyx~l yx~1y,
(x2yx~2yx~1y)z .
A coset enumeration shows that these words suffice to present (7, so we have 
a deficiency three presentation for G. A further coset enumeration shows that 
the relation (xy~1)6 may be omitted, giving a deficiency two presentation for 
G. This immediately gives us a deficiency one presentation for the finite group 
G* presented by
(4-45) X* = y \
x*yx~2yx~2yx~2yxyx~1yx~l y,
(x2yx~2yx~1y)z .
To see that G* is finite, we use the (by now familiar) theorem of Schur.
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C h a p te r  F ive
P r e s e n ta t io n s  fo r S e m i-s im p le  G ro u p s  a n d  T h e ir  P r o d u c ts .
This chapter gives a num ber of minimal presentations for some semi-simple 
groups and their products.
The m otivation for the following theorem  comes from a question of Wiegold 
(1982). He asked what happens to def(G n ) as n  —■> oo, where Gn is the direct 
power of n  copies of G. This question rem ains unanswered in general, and 
Wiegold considered the simplest case, namely when G is a perfect group. In 
this case, M((7n ) is the direct power of n  copies of M (G). Wiegold asked if 
S L ( 2,5) x S L ( 2,5) is Schur-efficient, and suggested th a t a suitable m ethod 
for approaching this problem would be to consider whether A$ x A$ is Schur- 
efficient or not. Parts  of this chapter have appeared in Kenne (1983); (4) has 
independently been proved by Cam pbell, Robertson and Williams (1990a); (7) 
has been proved by Cam pbell and Robertson (1980a); (8) has been proved by 
Cam pbell,Robertson and Williams (1990b).
T h e o re m . The following groups are Schur-efficient:
(1) A 5 x A 5,
(2) A 5 x A q,
(3) A 5 x A 7,
(4) A 5 x A 5 x A 5t
(5) A 5 x S L ( 2,5),
(6) the direct product o f  two copies o f S L ( 2,5) with amalgamated central 
subgroups,
(7) SL{2,p), where p is an odd prime,
(8) S L {2,5) x 5 1 (2 ,5 ) ,
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(9) S L ( 2,7) x S L { 2 , 7).
( 10) A% for any n.
(11) A 5 x A 5 x A 5 x A 5.
Proof:
(5) Let H  be generated  by x and  y sub ject to  the  defining relations
( 5 - 1 )
1 =  y 6 = x*yx l y 3x 1y 1 
= (xy2)2x - 1y - \ x y - 1)2.
It is easy to  see th a t H  is perfect. Coset enum eration  shows th a t H  has 
order 7200. Sandlöbes (1981) has determ ined  all the  perfect groups of 
o rder less th a n  104. T here are two isom orphism  classes of perfect groups 
of o rder 7200, nam ely A 5 x S L ( 2 ,5 ) and  the  direct p rod u c t of two copies of 
S L ( 2, 5) w ith am algam ated  cen tral subgroups. To see th a t H  is isom orphic 
to  A 5 x S L ( 2 ,5 ), observe th a t S L ( 2 ,5 ) is generated  by u and  v w ith the 
defining relations
and  there is a hom om orphism  0 m app ing  H  onto  S L ( 2 ,5 ) defined by
(N ote th a t H* is perfect.) A coset enum eration  shows th a t H* has order 3600 
and  is therefore A 5 x i 5.
(2) Let a — ( 1 ,3 ,5 ,4 ,6 ) (7 ,8 ,10) and  b = ( 2 ,3 ) (4 ,5 ) (8 ,11 ) (9 ,10). These
perm utations genera te  A 5 x A g since aba~zba~1baGb = (1, 2 , 3),
0(x) =  cd 
0(y) = d.
This com pletes the  proof of (5).
(1) Let H * be the  group genera ted  by x and  y w ith  defining relations
( 5 - 2 )
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ba6ba~1ba3ba =  (3 ,4 ,5 )  and baba~2baba~2 ba =  ( 1 ,2 )(3 ,4, 5, 6 ). Using a 
program to determine relations satisfied by these perm utations, it is found 
that a and b satisfy the following relations
1 =  a 15 =  b2
(5 -3 )  =  (ab)5 =  (a3&)4
=  a2ba~2ba ba~zb.
A coset enumeration shows that the group generated by b has index 1440 in 
(a ,6). This is sufficient to show the relations above provide a defining set 
for A$ x A q . Another machine based coset enumeration shows that the group 
generated by b has index 1440 in the preimage obtained by om itting the relation 
1 =  (a36)4. This provides a two generator, four relation presentation for A q x 
A q. Since the multiplicator of this group is just the direct product of M ( A q) 
and M (A g), this completes the proof of (2).
(3) Let a =  ( 1 ,5 ,3 ,2 ,4 ) (6 ,1 0 ,9 ,1 1 ,8 )  and b =  (1 ,3 ) (2 ,5 ) (6 ,1 0 ,7 ,9 ,1 2 ,1 1 ,8 ) .  
These permutations generate a subgroup of A q x A7. Relations satisfied 
by these permutations are
1 =  a 5 =  6 14 =  ab2 a~1ba~1 b~2ab~l 
=  aba~1bab~1ab~1a - 1 b~l ab~l
(5-4)  = M 2]2
=  (o26“ 1)2a64a6"1 
-  a2ba2b~l a ~ l b~2a ~ l b~2a~ l b~l .
(These relations were constructed by using a program to find relations satisfied 
by a pair of permutations.) Coset enumeration shows that the subgroup gener­
ated by a has index 30240 in the group with the above defining relations. This 
shows that a and b generate the whole of A q x A t . Another coset enumeration 
shows that the group generated by a has index 30240 in the preimage with 
relations
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(5-5)
1 —L = a
= aba~1bab~1ab~1a~1b~1ab~1 
= (a2 b~1)2 ab^  ab~l 
= a2ba2b~1a~1b~2a~1b~2a~1b~1.
This establishes that the preimage has order dividing 151200 (= 60 x 2520 =  
5 x 30240), and thus As x Aj has an efficient presentation.
(4) Let
a = (1 ,3 ,2 ,4 ,5)(6,9, 7)(11,12,13,14,15)
6 =  (2,3)(4,5)(7,8)(9,10)(11,14)(12,15).
These permutations generate a subgroup of As x As x As and satisfy the 
relations
(5-6)
1 -  a15 = b2
= a46a_16a3baba^1 ba~l ba b^ab 
= a4ba~1b(ab)A(a~1b)2 a~2b 
= (a36)2(a26)4(a36)2a_1 b.
The group generated by a has index 14400 in (a, 6), and so these relations define 
A5 x A5 x A5.
Independently, Campbell, Robertson and Williams (1990a) have also 
shown A$ x A*, x As to be Schur-efficient.
(6) B.H. Neumann (private communication) has asked whether the group K 
generated by x and y with defining relations
x10 = yG,
(5-7) 1 = z V "  V 3x~ V 1
= (xy2)2x~1y - \ x y - 1)2
is the other perfect group of order 7200 i.e. the direct product of two copies 
of SL(2,5) with amalgamated central subgroups (denoted by P4 by Sandlöbes
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(1981)). Coset enum eration shows th a t K  has order 7200. The normal sub­
group lattice of K  was calculated using Cayley, and it was found tha t K  has 
no norm al subgroup of order 60. This shows th a t K  is isomorphic to P4. To 
see th a t (5 • 7) is a Schur efficient presentation, observe th a t the direct product 
of two copies of S L ( 2,5) is a covering group of K .
(7) See Campbell and Roberston (1980a) for details.
(8) See Cam pbell,Robertson and Williams (1990b) for details.
(9) 5 jL(2,7) x S L { 2,7) is generated by the matrices
0 0 4 0
5 6 0 0 4 4 0 0
X  =
0 0 5 4 > y  = 0 0 1 5
\ 0  0 5 0 /
1—1000
These matrices satisfy the following relations
(5 -8 )
4  _3 1 41 — x yx y =  x
3 2 5 2— x y xy  xy
2 2 - 1  2 - 1  2 2 - 1  - 1  - 1— x y x y x y x y x y
=  ( x V ) 3 = ( x y 2 x - 1; / - 1)3.
Let G be the group generated by x and y subject to the above relations. G 
is a preimage of S L ( 2,7) x S L ( 2,7). A coset enum eration shows th a t the 
subgroup generated by x has index 8064 in G , showing th a t G is isomorphic 
to S L ( 2,7) x S L ( 2,7). Another coset enum eration over x shows th a t the last 
two relations may be om itted.
Another coset enum eration shows th a t the group generated by x and y 
with defining relations
(5-9)
1 4 - 31 = x yx  y
3 2 5 2=  x y xy  xy  .
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also has order 112896, and  so we have shown SL(2 ,7 ) x SL(2 ,7 ) to  be Schur- 
efficient.
(10) C am pbell (private com m unication) has reported  th is result.
(11) C am pbell (private com m unication) has repo rted  th is resu lt.
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A p p e n d ix  A
T h e  g ro u p s  o f  o rd er  3 6 , 4 8 , 5 4 , 6 0 , 72 an d  84
This appendix  contains Cayley o u tp u t showing m inim al p resen ta tions for 
the in teresting  groups of o rder 36, 48, 54, 60, 72 and  84. A ppendix  B lists the  
groups of these orders as supplied w ith  th e  Cayley system . These p resen ta tions 
were originally listed by N eubiiser (1967). T he num bering  given here does not 
correspond to  N eubiiser’s as the  abelian  groups are not included in the Cayley 
libraries. For each group, th e  correspondence betw een the  generating  set given 
here and  the  generating set in th e  Cayley lib rary  is given. A bound  on the  
rank  of the  m ultip licator for each group was determ ined  by use of the  Cayley 
function D A R ST E L L U N G SG R U PPE , which com putes for its argum ent G a 
group K  w ith the  p roperty  th a t G ~  A /A , w here A = K'  0 Z(K) .  T he kernel 
A is a hom om orphic im age of M(G),  and  if a p resen ta tion  can be found having 
deficiency equal to  the  rank  of A, th a t p resen ta tion  is a Schur-efficient one. 
P resen ta tions were constructed  by using C an n o n ’s a lgorithm  (C annon  (1973)) 
to find a set of defining relations. If th e  deficiency of the  p resen ta tion  thus 
found is equal to  the  rank  of A, the  p resen ta tion  is a Schur-efficient one. If 
the deficiency is g reater, the  p resen ta tion  was m an ipu la ted  to  ob ta in  a Schur- 
efficient one (in all cases except for th e  group g54n7 below). T he m anipu lations 
were fairly simple -  coset enum eration  was used to  check if a re la to r could be 
om itted  from  a p resen ta tion , or if th e  quotien t of two re la to rs could be form ed 
to  ob ta in  a new p resen ta tion  w ith reduced  deficiency.
T he group #54n7 has triv ial Schur m ultip licato r (and  m inim ally requires 
th ree generators). However, th is group cannot have a deficiency zero presen­
ta tion . Suppose th a t it has a deficiency zero p resen ta tion  on n generators. 
The subgroup of index two (which is the  non-abelian  group of exponent th ree) 
would have a p resen ta tion  on 2n — 1 generato rs and a t m ost 2n rela tors. This 
group of order 27 is know n to  have deficiency two, which is inconsistent w ith 
having a deficiency one p resen ta tion . (T his proof is due to  Beyl (private com ­
m unication).)
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Fri Jun 28 1991 11:16:10 STORAGE 200000 
>"
>g36n3 
> x=ab,y=d 
>"
>g=free(x,y); 
>g.relations:
71
>x‘6 ,(y*x“-l)‘3,y“3=y*x"2*y“-l*x~-2;
>print order(g);
36
>clear;
>M
>g36n4
> x=b,y=d 
>"
>
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~2,y‘9,y‘3=(x*y)‘3;
>print order(g);
36
>clear;
>"
>g36n5
> x=ac“-l,y=ab,z=adb 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
> z‘2,(x*z‘-l)“2,x*y*x‘-l*y~-l=x‘3*y‘-3,(y*z~-l)‘2=x~6; 
>print order(g);
36
>clear;
> "
>g36n6
> x=b*-l y=c‘-l z=d 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z) ;
>g.relations:
> z‘4=y‘3 ,(x,y),(x*y*4)‘z=x"2*y‘5,(x‘4*y*5)“z=x‘5*y*7; 
>print order(g);
36
>clear;
>"
>g36n9
> x=ad,y=bc 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
> x‘6=(y*x)“2,y"6,(y*x~-l)“2;
>print order(g);
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36
>clear;
>"
>g36nl0
> x=ab,y=d 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
> x~3=y~2*x*y“-2*x,y'4,(y*x)“2=x“-l*y*x*y;
>print order(g);
36
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
0.550 SECONDS
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Sun Jun 23 1991 15:42:17 STORAGE 200000 
>"
> g48nl
> x = D y = C z = E  A'-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x~4, y‘2, z~6,
>z*y*z‘-l*y,
>z*x*z~-l*x,
>y*x*y*x“-l;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n2
> x = D y = E z = C  A~-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>z~6, (z,y), (z,x),
>x“2*y“-2,
>y*x*y*x~-l;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n3;
> x = C y = D C‘-l z = E A‘-l
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>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>z~6, ( z , x), (y,x), 
>z*y*z~-l*y,
>y“2*x“-2;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
> g48n4;
> x = D y = A‘-l E“-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~2, y‘12, y~2*x*y‘-2*x, 
>(y*x)‘2*(y‘-l*x)‘2; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
> g48nl0;
> x = A D'-l 
>"
>g=free(x ,b,c ,e);
>g.relations:
>b“2, c‘2, e*2,
>(b,x), (c,x), (e,x“3), 
>x‘e*x,
>(b,c), (b,e), (c,e); 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48nll;
> x = C D~-l 
>"
>g=free(x,b,e);
>g.relations:
>b“4, e‘2, (b,e),
>(b,x), (e,x~3),
>x*e*x;
>print order(g);
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48
>clear;
>"
> g48nl2;
> x = E y = B z = C  D*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x‘4, y*2, z*6,
>x*y*x“-l*y,
>x*z*x‘-l*z,
>y*z*y*z‘-l;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48nl7;
> x = A E“-l y = B C 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y“2, x‘6,
>y*x*y*x~-l*y*x*y*x‘-l, 
>y*x~3*y*x“-3;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48nl8;
> x  = B C E y  = B D E  
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>(x*y“-l)*2, x‘12, 
>x"2*y'-2*x“-l*y;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48nl9;
> x = D y = E z = B  C*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
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>x~2, y“2, z~6, 
>x*z*x*z“-l,
>(y*z)*2, (x*y)*4;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n20;
> x = D y = E z = B  C*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x~4, y“2, z'6,
>(x*y)“2, (x,z), 
>(y*z)“2;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n21;
> x = D y = E z = B  C“-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations: 
>z*y*z*y‘-l, (z ,x), 
>y~2*x~-2, y*x*y*x‘-l, 
>z*6;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
> g48n22;
> x = E y = D C*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x“4 ,
>y~-6*y“2*x*y~2*x~-l, 
>y*x‘2*y‘-l*x*-2, 
>(y*x)“2*(y*'-l*x*-l)‘2; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
76
>> g48n23;
> x = E y = C'-l D'-l E 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x'2, y‘4,
>y'2*x*y‘-2*x,
>(y*x)'6*(y'-l*x)“6;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n24;
> x = E y = C'-l D~-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x'4,
>y‘2*x*y“2*x‘-l,
>y'-5*x*y*x;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n26;
> x = E y = D B‘-l z = B C E 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x*2,
>(x*y)*2,
>y‘-2*z‘2,
>y*z*y‘-l*z,
>(x*z)“3*(x‘-l*z*-l)‘3; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n29;
> x = B E‘-l y = D'-l E'-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
77
>y‘2*x*y"-l*x, 
>y‘2*x~-2*y‘-l*x‘-2; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n30;
> x = A E*-l y = B C 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations: 
>y*x‘3*y*x~-3, 
>y*x*y*x~2*y*x*y*x'-l; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n31;
> x  = E y  = A B E D
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘2, y~4,
>y~2*x*y*x*y“-2*x*y*x, 
>(y*x)“3*(y“-l*x)“3; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
> g48n32;
> x = D*-l y = B C E*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~3,
>y~-4*y‘2*x*y‘-2*x‘-l, 
>(y*x)'2*(y‘-l*x)‘2; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n33;
> x = B‘-l D‘-l
78
>>g=free(x,c,e) ;
>g.relations:
>x~12,
>x~c*x“-7,
>x~e*x‘7 ,
>c*2, e"2, (c,e);
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n34;
> x = B‘-l D~-l y = C z = E 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>y*4*z“-2,
>x‘6*y“-2,
>(y,z),
>y*x*y*x“-l, 
>(z*x~-l)‘2*y‘2;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n35;
> x = B‘-l D"-l 
>"
>g=free(x,c,e);
>g.relations:
>x~12*c‘-2,
>x'6*e‘-2,
>x~c*x~-7,
>x~e*x~7,
>(c,e);
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n36;
> x = B‘-l D'-l 
>"
>g=free(x,c,e);
>g.relations:
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>x“12*(c,e)‘-l, 
>c“-2*x‘6,
>e“-2*x*6,
>x'c*x“-7,
>x~e*x‘7;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n40;
> x = E B~-l y = E D 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y~-2*x‘6,
>(y*x~-2)*2, 
>(y*x)‘4*(y*x~-l)~4; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
> g48n41;
> x = E B‘-l y = D 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations: 
>y‘3=x*y*x, 
>x‘6=y‘2*x*y*2*x‘-l; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n42;
> x = B*-l E*-l y = D 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>(y*x)“2, 
>y‘3*x“-2*y*x~4; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
> "
80
> g48n43;
> x = B'-l E‘-l y = D 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y~-3*x*y*x,
>y‘2*x*y‘2*x“-l*(y*x',3*y*x*-3)'--l; 
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n44;
> x = E C~-l y = B E D 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y~2*x“-l*y‘2*x“-l, 
>y*x*y*(x*y*x)“-l;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n45;
> x = B E y = A  D~-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y“-2*x*y*x,
>x‘-3*y*x*y;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n46;
> x = E*-l y = B z = C 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x“3, y~2, z*2,
>(z*y)“2,
»(z+x'-D^S,
>(y*x“-l)“3,
>(z*x“-l*y*x)“2;
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>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>"
> g48n47;
> x = B y = E'-l 
> M
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~4*y‘-3,
>(y*x)“3,
>(y*x“-l)“3;
>print order(g);
48
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
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>"
>g54nl
> x = c*-l y = bd‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~3, y‘6, (x*y)“2*x*y‘-2,
>x*y~2*(x*y‘-l)'-2;
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54n3
> x = a‘-lc'-l y = db*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x*3, (x*y)*2*(x~-l*y~-l)~2, (x,y~2)*y“6;
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54n5
> x = abdc y = abed z = abc
82
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>z‘3, x~2*y“-2, 
>(x*z“-l)“2*x‘2*z*x'-2*z‘-l,
>(y*z~-l) ~2*x*y*x*y~-l*x~-l*y',-l; 
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54n7
> x = b*-l y = c “ -1 z = da'-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x‘3*y*z*y*z‘-l,
>y*3, x*z*x*z“-l,
>z'~2*(x,y);
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54n8
> x = b‘-l y = dac‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x“3*y‘6,
>x*y*x“-l*y*x*y‘-2, 
>x*y*x~-l*y‘-2*x‘-l*y;
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54nll
>
> x = ab*-l y = ac~-l z = bda w = be 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z,w);
>g.relations:
> z‘2*x‘3, y“3*(x,w), w‘3*(y,w),
> (x,y), (x*z'‘-l)“2, (y*z‘-l)~2,
> (z*w)*2;
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>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>"
>g54nll
>
> x = abdc y = abed z = abc 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x“2*(x*y)“3,
>(x*z)‘2*z~9,
>y~2, (y*z)“2;
>print order(g);
54
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
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>"
>g60n3;
> x=ab y=d 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
> y‘3,(y*x“-l)“2*y=x‘3,(y,x)(y,x~-l);
>print order(g);
60
>clear;
>"
>g60n8
> x=db~-l y=ca*2d 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
> x',6=(y*x)‘2,y~10,(y*x‘-l)“2;
>print order(g);
60
>clear;
>"
>g60nll;
>x=ab y=b
84
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
> x“5 ,y“3 ,(x*y)“2 ;
>print order(g);
60
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
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>"
>g72n5
>x = A C‘-l D‘-l y = E C'-l z = A B D*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>(x*y~-l)“2,(x,z),y*z*y~-l*z,x*6,(x'2*y)*2,x*y‘-l*z~2*x“-l*y; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n9
> x = E y = A B D E
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘3=x*y*x‘-l*y*x~-l*y*-l*x*y~-l,y“6 ,(x*y)‘2*x*y‘-2;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nl0
>x = B E‘-l y = A C B‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~3*y~2,y‘6,x*y*x“-l*y*x*y~-l*x“-l*y“-l;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nll
85
>x = A C*-l y = E z = B D‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z) ;
>g.relations:
>y'2,(x*y‘-l)‘2,x*z*x‘-l*z~-l,(y*z)‘2,x~6,z*6;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nl2
>x = C‘-l y = B C‘-l E~-l z = D C'-l E‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>y‘4,y-2=z~2,x*z*x*z--l=(y*z)~3*(y~-l*z--l)~3,x‘3=x*y*x*y~-l; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nl3
>x = A C‘-l y = E B*-l z = C D E 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>z“2, x*y*x*y‘-l,
>(x*z‘-l)‘2=x‘3*y~-2,
>y‘4=(y*z)*3*(y‘-l*z)‘3;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nl4
> x=d~-le~-l,y=ac,z=ad 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>(y,z)=y“3*z~-3,x*y*x~-l*y,x*z*x“-l*z,x~4*y~-3;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72nl9
>x = E y = D B‘-l C~-l
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> "
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x“2,y“6 ,(x*y)“2*(x*y~-l)“2;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n22
>x = E y = B*-l D‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x*3,(x*y)‘3 ,x*y‘2*x~-l*y‘-2;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
> "
>g72n23
> x=be*-l,y=e“-ld 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘3=y~3,x‘2*y"-l*x*y*x*y‘-l; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n24
>x = A*-l D‘-l y = C E 
>"
>g=free(x,y) ;
>g.relations:
>x‘3,y~4,(x*y)“2*x“-l*y“-l*x“-l*y; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n26
> x=c*-ld~-l,y=aeb“-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
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>x‘2*y*x‘2*y‘-l,y‘6,x'3*y*x‘-3*y;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n27
>x = C‘-l D‘-l y = E B*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y) ;
>g.relations:
>(x*y)“2,(x*y“-l)“2,x“5*y“-5*x“-l*y;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n28 
> x=e,y=adb 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y~2,x"4,(x*y‘-l)“4=(x*y*x“-l*y)‘3;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n29
>x = E y = A B E‘-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~3*y*x~-l*y, x*y~3*x*y~-l,x“3*y~-l*x“-l*y‘-l*x~-l*y~-l; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n30
> x=de,y=cb‘-l,z=adb“-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>y‘3=x*y*x‘-l*y,(x*z)*2=z“6,x*4=y*z*y*-l*z~-l,(x*z~-l)“2 ; 
>print order(g);
72
88
>clear;
>"
>g72n31
> x=b~-l,y=e,z=c‘-ld“-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>y‘2,(y*z)~2,x~3=x*z*x~-l*z“-l,(x*y‘-l)"2=z‘12;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n32
>x = B*-l y = E z = C~-l D'-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>x*y*x*y‘-l, y*z*y‘-l*z,
>x*3=y"4,
>(x ,z)=y~2*z~-6;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n33
> x=bdc‘-l,y=bcde 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘2,y“18,(x*y~2)*2=(x*y)“2*(x*y~-l)“2;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n36
> x=dc“-l,y=abce 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x'6=x~2*y*x'2*y‘-l,y~6=x*y~2*x“-l*y"2,(x*y)“2*(x“-l*y‘-l)“2; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
89
>"
>g72n37
> x=eb~-l,y=c‘-ld*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>(x*y)~2=x‘6 ,(x*y~-l)~2,y~12 ;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n38
> x=bec,y=bcd 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x~3*y*x“-3*y,x*y*x*y*-5;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n40
> x=ba‘-l,y=ed*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘6=x‘2*y*x~2*y‘-l,y*6,x*y*x~-l*y“-2*x~-l*y; 
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n41
> x=e,y=bdb*-l 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y“2 ,(x*y*x“-l*y)*2,x‘4=(x*y“-l)“6;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n42
> x=ae,y=ade~-l
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>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y‘4,x‘2*y‘2*x“-l*y‘-l*x“-l*y,x*y*x*y"-l*x*y*x“-l*y;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n43
>x = D~-l y = B E z = C D E A  
>"
>g=free(x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>y~2=x'‘3,z‘2=(y*z)“3,x*y*z*x*z*x‘-l*y, (x*y*-l) ‘4;
>print order(g);
72
>clear;
>"
>g72n44
> x=cd*-l,y=abe 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y‘2,(x“3*y)‘2=(x*y‘-l)'4,x*9;
>print order(g);
72
>bye;
END OF RUN.
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>"
>g84n3
> x=a b d y = a c d 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>(x*y“-l)“2, x“2*y“-2*x“-l*y, x“21;
>print order(g);
84
>clear;
>"
>g84nl0
> x=ad,y=bc
91
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x*14,(y*x)‘2,y‘6=(y*x~-l)“2; 
>print order(g);
84
>clear;
>"
>g84nll 
> x=bc y=d 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y~3,(x*y)“3,y'-l*x‘2*y=x~4; 
>print order(g);
84
>clear;
END OF RUN.
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92
A p p e n d ix  B
T h e groups o f  order 36, 48 , 54, 60, 72 and 84 -  th e  C ay ley  libraries
LIBRARY G36N1;
"Group of order 36: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b‘2 * (a*-l) = c*3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) = (c, d) * (c"-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N2;
"Group of order 36: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 * (a‘-l) = c*3 = d‘2 * (b‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (c, d) * (c*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N3;
"Group of order 36: number 3."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b*2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) * b * c = (c, d) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N4;
"Group of order 36: number 4."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c'2 = d‘3 * (a‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = Cb, d) * b * c = (c, d) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N5;
"Group of order 36: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * (c*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N6;
"Group of order 36: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N7;
"Group of order 36: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 * (b'-l) = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * b * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N8;
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"Group of order 36: number 8."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: freeCa, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 * Cb*-1) = d'2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = 
(b, c) = (b, d) * Cb‘-1) = (c, d) * b * Cc‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N9;
"Group of order 36: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 = c‘2 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) * Ca‘-1) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) * Cb‘-1) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G36N10;
"Group of order 36: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: freeCa, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 = c‘2 = d‘2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) * (a*-l) =
(a, d) * a * (b‘-l) = (b, c) * (b‘-l) = (b, d) * a * b = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N1;
"Group of order 48: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c*2 = d‘2 * b = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N2;
"Group of order 48: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘2 * b = e‘2 * b = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d)
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc, e) = Cd, e) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N3;
"Group of order 48: number 3."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*3 = b*2 = c‘2 * b = d‘2 = e*2 = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) =
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc, e) = Cd, e) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N4;
"Group of order 48: number 4."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G. relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘2 = e‘2 * c = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) -
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc,, e) = Cd, e) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N5;
"Group of order 48: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c*2 = d*2 * b = e‘2 * c = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) 
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc, e) = Cd, e) * b = 1;
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FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N6;
"Group of order 48: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 * b = d‘2 = e‘2 * Cc‘-1)
Ca, d) = Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc,, d) =
Cc, e) = Cd, e) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N7;
"Group of order 48: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b'2 = c*2 * b = d*2 * b * (c'-l) = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, d) = Ca, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * b = (d, e) * Cc‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N8;
"Group of order 48: number 8."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 * b = d‘2 * Cc‘-1) = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * b = (d, e) * Cc‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N9;
"Group of order 48: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c , d, e);
G .relations: a‘3 = b*2 = c‘2 * b = d‘2 * b * Cc*-1) = e‘2 * b =
Ca, c) = Ca, d) = Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) =
Cc, d) = Cc, e) * b = Cd, e) * Cc‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N10;
"Group of order 48: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c , d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (a,
(b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N11;
e
"Group of order 48: number 11."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) =
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc, e) = Cd, e) * Cd‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N12;
"Group of order 48: number 12."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d*3 = e*2 * a = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) = 
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) = Cc, e) = Cd, e) * Cd -1) = 1;
FINISH;
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LIBRARY G48N13;
"Group of order 48: number 13."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c'2 = d'3 = e'2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N14;
"Group of order 48: number 14."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c'2 * b = d'3 = e"2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N15;
"Group of order 48: number 15."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c‘2 = d'3 = e'2 * (b‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N16;
"Group of order 48: number 16."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'"2 * a = c'2 * (b'-l) = d*3 = e'2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) -
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) =
(c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N17;
"Group of order 48: number 17."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 = c'2 = d‘2 = e'3 = (a , b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (a, e) =
(b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) * c * d = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N18;
"Group of order 48: number 18."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c'2 = d'2 = e'3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a , d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = 
(c, e) * c * d = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N19;
"Group of order 48: number 19."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 = c'3 = d'2 = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c'-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
(a, d) =
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N20;
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"Group of order 48: number 20."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘2 = c'3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N21;
"Group of order 48: number 21."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N22;
"Group of order 48: number 22."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d*2 = e‘2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a , e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c , e) * (c*-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N23;
"Group of order 48: number 23."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 * b = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N24;
"Group of order 48: number 24."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b., c, d , e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 * b = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a , e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c , e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N25;
d)
"Group of order 48: number 25."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c'-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N26;
"Group of order 48: number 26."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b , c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b*2 * ai = c‘3 = d‘2 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) -
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = Cc, d) = (c,, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a =
FINISH;
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LIBRARY G48N27;
"Group of order 48: number 27."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d , e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c‘3 = d'2 = e'2 * (b-
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d)
(c, e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N28;
"Group of order 48: number 28."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b‘2 * a = c*3 = d'2 * b = e‘2 = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c*-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N29;
"Group of order 48: number 29."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 = c‘2 * a = d‘2 * a = e'3 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) * a =
(c, e) * a * Cc'-l) * Cd‘-1) = (d, e) * a * Cc'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N30;
"Group of order 48: number 30.“
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b'2 * a = c‘2 * a = d'2 * a = e‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = 
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = Cc, d) * a =
(c, e) * a * Cc'-l) * Cd‘-1) = (d, e) * a * (c'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N31;
"Group of order 48: number 31."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b'2 = c'2 = d‘3 = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * b * c = (b, e) * b * c =
(c, d) * b = (c, e) * b * c = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N32;
"Group of order 48: number 32."
"Group: G; 1Generators: a, b, c, d, e.H
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d'3 = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * b * c := Cb, e) * b * c =
(c, d) * b = (c, e) * b * c = (d, e) * Cd' -1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N33;
"Group of order 48: number 33."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b‘2 * a = c'2 = d‘3 = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) * a = (b, d) = (b,, e) = (c, d) =
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(c, e) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N34;
"Group of order 48: number 34."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘2 * a = c*2 * a = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) * a = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * (d*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N35;
"Group of order 48: number 35."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘2 * a = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
Ca, e) = (b, c) * a = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N36;
"Group of order 48: number 36."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b , c, d , e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c‘2 * a = d‘3 = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) * a = (b., d) = (b, e) =
(c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d‘-1) = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N37;
"Group of order 48: number 37."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b 
G.relations:
, c, d, e);
a‘2 = b* 3 = c‘2 * a = d‘2 * a * (c‘-1) = e‘2 — Ca, b) — Ca, c)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * Cb*-1) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * (c‘-I) = i;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N38;
"Group of order 48: number 38."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘2 * a = d*2 * (c‘-l) = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b‘-l) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N39;
"Group of order 48: number 39."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b,. c, d, e);
G .relations: a ‘2 = b ‘3 = c ‘2 * a = d ‘2 * a * Cc‘-1) = e ‘2 * a =
(a, c) = (a, d) = Ca, e) = Cb, c) = ( b , d) = (b, e) * Cb'-l) =
(c, d) = Cc, e) * a = (d, e) * Cc‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N40;
"Group of order 48: number 40."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
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G.relations: a'2 = b'3 = c'2 * a = d'2 * a * (c*-l) = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b'-l) = (b, e) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * (c'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N41;
"Group of order 48: number 41."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c ,  d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'3 = c'2 * a = d'2 * (c'—1) = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) IIa>&lltH1*
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * (c--1) = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N42;
"Group of order 48: number 42."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c , d, e);
G .relations: a'2 = b'3 = c'2 * a = d'2 * (c' — 1) = e'2 * a =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b'-l) = (b, e) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * (c HiitH
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N43;
"Group of order 48: number 43."
"Group: G; Generators a, b, c, d, e.’
G: free(a, b , c, d, e) ;
G.relations: a* 2 = b'3 = c'2 * a = d'2 * a * (c'-l) = e'2 * a = (a, b) =
(a, c) = (a, d) = (,a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b'-l) = (b, e) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d,, e) * (c‘■-1) = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N44;
"Group of order 48: number 44."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c'2 * a = d'3 = e'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) 
(a, e) = (b, c) * a = (b, d) * a * (b'-l) * (c'-l) =
(b, e) * (b'-l) * (c'-l) = (c, d) * a * (b'-l) =
(c, e) * a * (b'-l) * (c'-l) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N45;
"Group of order 48: number 45."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 * a = c*2 * a = d'3 = e'2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) * a = (b, d) * a * (b'-l) * (c‘-l) =
(b, e) * (b'-l) * (c*-l) = (c, d) * a * (b'-l) =
(c, e) * a * (b'-l) * (c* — 1) = (d, e) * (d*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G48N46;
"Group of order 48: number 46."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'2 = c'2 = d'2 = e‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) * a * b = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * a = (c, d) =
(c, e) * c * d = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
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LIBRARY G48N47;
"Group of order 48: number 47."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b'2 * a = c‘2 = d‘2 * c = e‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a,
(a, e) * a * c = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * a * (b‘-l) * (d'-l) =
(c, d) = (c, e) * a = (d, e) * a * (b‘-l) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N1;
"Group of order 54: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c*3 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * (a*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N2;
"Group of order 54: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 * (a‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) = (b, d) = (c, d) * (a‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N3;
"Group of order 54: number 3."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N4;
"Group of order 54: number 4."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 * (a*-l) = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(b, c) = Cb, d) = (c, d) * (c*-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N5;
"Group of order 54: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N6;
"Group of order 54: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b‘3 = c‘3 * (b‘-l) = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * b * Cc'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N7;
"Group of order 54: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
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G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) * (a'-l) = (b, d) * (b'-l) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N8;
"Group of order 54: number 8."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) * (a*-l) =
(b, c) * (a‘-l) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N9;
"Group of order 54: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b*3 = c‘3 * (a*-l) = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) * (a‘-l) = (b, c) * (a‘-l) = (b, d) = (c, d) * a * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N10;
"Group of order 54: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G : free(a, b , c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) * (a‘-l)
(b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G54N11;
"Group of order 54: number 11."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G : free(a, b , c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 * (a‘-l) = c‘3 = d*2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) * (a*-l) = (b, c) = (b, d) * a * (b*-l) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1; 
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N1;
"Group of order 60: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*5 = c*3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N2;
"Group of order 60: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘5 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N3;
"Group of order 60: number 3."
"Group: G; 'Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b , c, d);
G.relations: a‘5 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) * b * c = (c, d) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N4;
"Group of order 60: number 4."
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"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘5 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * c‘2 = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N5;
"Group of order 60: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘5 = d*2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) = (c, d) * c‘2 = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N6;
"Group of order 60: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘5 = c*2 = d‘2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) * b‘2 = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N7;
"Group of order 60: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘5 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) = 
(b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N8;
"Group of order 60: number 8."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘5 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N9;
"Group of order 60: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘5 = b'3 = c‘2 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) * a‘2 = (a, d) * a‘2
(b, c) * (b‘-l) = (b, d) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N10;
"Group of order 60: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘5 = b*3 = c‘2 = d‘2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) * a'2 =
(a, d) * (a‘-l) = (b, c) - (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G60N11;
"Group of order 60: number 11."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b."
G: free(a, b);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = (a * b)‘5 = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N1;
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"Group of order 72: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b'3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = Cc, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N2;
"Group of order 72: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e*2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N3;
"Group of order 72: number 3."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c*3 * (b*-l) = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = Cd, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N4;
"Group of order 72: number 4."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*3 = c‘3 * (b‘-l) = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N5;
"Group of order 72: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (a, e) =
(b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N6;
"Group of order 72: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*2 = c‘3 = d*3 = e‘2 * a = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) =
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) =
Cc, e) = Cd, e) * Cd‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N7;
"Group of order 72: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 >* a = c‘3 = d‘3 = e‘2 = Ca, b) = Ca, c) = Ca, d) =
Ca, e) = Cb, c) = Cb, d) = Cb, e) = Cc, d) =
Cc, e) = Cd, e) * Cd‘-1) = 1; 
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N8;
"Group of order 72: number 8."
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"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘2 * a = c‘3 = d‘3 = e‘2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * (d'-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N9;
"Group of order 72: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b,, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘2 = d‘2 = e‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * c * d = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N10;
"Group of order 72: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘2 = d*2 = e*3 * (b‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * c * d = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N11;
"Group of order 72: number 11."
"Group: G; Generators: a , b , c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N12;
"Group of order 72: number 12."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*2 = c*3 = d‘3 = e*2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) 
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) 
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N13;
"Group of order 72: number 13."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c,
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c‘3
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e)
(c, e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * (d*-l)
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N14;
"Group of order 72: number 14."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c,
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c‘3
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) 
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * (d‘-l) 
FINISH;
= (c, d) = 
=  1 ;
d, e."
= d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = 
= (c, d) =
=  l;
d, e."
= d‘3 = e'2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) 
= (c, d) =
=  l;
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LIBRARY G72N15;
"Group of order 72: number 15."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 * (c‘-l) = e*2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * c * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N16;
"Group of order 72: number 16."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 * (c*-l) = e‘2 * (a*-l) = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * c * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N17;
"Group of order 72: number 17."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*2 * a = c‘3 = d*3 * (c*-l) = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * Cc'-l) = (d, e) * c * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N18;
"Group of order 72: number 18."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c‘3 = d*3 * (c*-l) = e‘2 * (b‘-l) = (a, b) =
(a, c) = (a, d) = Ca, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * c * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N19;
"Group of order 72: number 19."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b , c, d
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d* 2
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) II /*—N <D II
(c, e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N20;
"Group of order 72: number 20."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G .relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e*2 =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
b)
(a
(a, c) = (a, d) =
b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N21;
"Group of order 72: number 21."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d*2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a 
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
d)
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(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N22;
"Group of order 72: number 22."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b,, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘2 * a = d‘2 * a = e'3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a , e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) * a =
(c , e) * a * (c‘-1) * (d‘-1) = (d, e) * a * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N23;
"Group of order 72: number 23."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c , d , e ."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘2 * a = d*2 * a = e‘3 * (b*-l)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) = (c, d) * a =
(c, e) * a * (c‘-l) * (d‘-l) = (d, e) * a * (c'-l) = 1; 
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N24;
(a, b) = (a, c) =
"Group of order 72: number 24."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: freeCa, b,, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a,, c) = (a
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * b * c = (b, e) * b * c = (c, d) * b =
(c , e) * b * c = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N25;
"Group of order 72: number 25."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = e‘2 = Ca, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N26;
"Group of order 72: number 26."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b*-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c*-l) = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N27;
"Group of order 72: number 27."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N28;
"Group of order 72: number 28."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
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G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d'2 = e‘2 * d = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) * b * (c‘-l) =
(c, d) * (c*-l) = (c, e) * b * c = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N29;
"Group of order 72: number 29."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * (d‘-l) = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) * b * (c*-l) =
(c, d) * (c‘-l) = (c, e) * b * c = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N30;
"Group of order 72: number 30."
"Group: G; Generators:
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
a, b, c, d, e."
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b‘-l) = (c , d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N31;
"Group of order 72: number 31."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c*3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N32;
"Group of order 72: number 32."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c*3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N33;
"Group of order 72: number 33."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 * (b‘-l) = d'2 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = 
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b*-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * b * (c*-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N34;
"Group of order 72: number 34."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c*3 * (b‘-l) = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b'-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * b * (c*-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N35;
"Group of order 72: number 35."
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"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a'2 = b‘3 = c‘3 * (b*-l) = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c)
(a, d) = (a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) = (b, e) * (b'-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * b * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N36;
"Group of order 72: number 36."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c*-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N37;
"Group of order 72: number 37."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * Cc‘-1) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N38;
"Group of order 72: number 38."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*2 = b‘3 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = e‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d)
(a, e) = (b, c) = (b, d) * (b‘-l) = (b, e) = (c, d) =
(c, e) * (c‘-l) = (d, e) * a = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N39;
"Group of order 72: number 39."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘3 >= c‘2 = d‘2 * c = e'‘2 * (d‘-l) = (a, b) =
(a, c) * (a‘-l) = (a, d) * b = (a, e) * a * (b'-l) =
(b, c) * (b‘-l) = (b, d) * a * (b‘-l) = (b, e) * (a‘-l) * (b'•-1) =
(c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) = l;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N40;
"Group of order 72: number 40."
"Group: G; »Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b , c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) * (a‘-1) = (b, c) = (b, d) * b * c = (b, e) =
(c, d) * b = (c, e) = (d, e) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N41;
"Group of order 72: number 41."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G : free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a*3 = b*3 = c*2 = d*2 = e‘2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) * (a -1) =
(a, d) * a * (b‘-l) = (a, e) * a * b = (b, c) * (b‘-l) =
(b, d) * (a‘-l) * b = (b, e) * (a*-l) * b =
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(c, d) = (c, e) = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N42;
"Group of order 72: number 42."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b'3 = c*2 = d‘2 * c = e*2 * c = (a, b) = (a, c) * (a‘-l)
(a, d) * a * b = (a, e) * (a‘-l) * (b‘-l) = (b, c) * (b'-l) =
(b, d) * (a*-l) * b = (b, e) * (a‘-l) = (c, d) =
(c, e) = (d, e) * c = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N43;
"Group of order 72: number 43."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘3 = b*2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(a, e) * (a‘-l) = (b, c) = (b, d) * b * c = (b, e) = (c, d) * b =
(c, e) * b = (d, e) * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G72N44;
"Group of order 72: number 44."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d, e."
G: free(a, b, c, d, e);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘3 * (c‘-l) = e‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) =
(a, d) * (a‘-l) * (b*-l) = (a, e) * (a‘-l) * (b*-l) = (b, c) =
(b, d) * a = (b, e) * a * b = (c, d) = (c, e) * (c‘-l) =
(d, e) * c * (d‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N1;
"Group of order 84: number 1."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘7 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c*-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N2;
"Group of order 84: number 2."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G : free(a, b , c, d);
G.relations: a‘7 = b‘2 = c‘3 = d‘2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c)
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N3;
"Group of order 84: number 3."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘7 = b‘2 = c‘2 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) * b * c = (c, d) * b = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N4;
"Group of order 84: number 4."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a*3 = b ‘2 = c‘7 = d*2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
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(b, d) = (c, d) * c‘2 = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N5;
"Group of order 84: number 5."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘3 = b‘2 = c*7 = d‘2 * b = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * c‘2 = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N6;
"Group of order 84: number 6."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 = c*7 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N7;
"Group of order 84: number 7."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘2 * a = c*7 = d*3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) = 
(b, d) = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N8;
"Group of order 84: number 8."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘7 = c‘3 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) * (b‘-l) = (b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N9;
"Group of order 84: number 9."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*7 = c‘3 = d'2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) =
(b, c) * (b‘-l) = (b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N10;
"Group of order 84: number 10."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘7 = c‘3 = d'2 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) * (c‘-1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N11;
"Group of order 84: number 11."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b‘7 = c‘3 = d‘2 * a = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) * b‘2 = (c, d) * (c * -1) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N12;
"Group of order 84: number 12."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
Ill
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘7 = b*3 = c'2 = d‘2 = (a, b) = (a, c) * a'2 = (a, d) = (b, c) =
(b, d) * (b‘-l) = (c, d) = 1;
FINISH;
LIBRARY G84N13;
"Group of order 84: number 13."
"Group: G; Generators: a, b, c, d."
G: free(a, b, c, d);
G.relations: a‘2 = b*2 = c*7 = d‘3 = (a, b) = (a, c) = (a, d) * a * b = (b, c)
(b, d) * a = (c, d) * (c‘-l) = 1;
FINISH;
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A p p en d ix  C
This appendix contains the output from running various Cayley program s on a 
num ber of presentations given in the tex t. The output is presented ordered by Chapter. 
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.8-531 Mon Jun 24 1991 18:38:02 STORAGE 200000 
>g=free(a,c);
>" (3.0) "
>" A group of order 75 "
>g.relations:
>a'5=(c*a)‘3,c*3=(c*a'-l)*3=l;
>print order(g);
75
>clear;
>
>
>" A covering group for the group of order 75 above "
>
>g=free(a,b,c,x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>A‘5*z~7, B‘5*y*z‘2,
>C‘3,
>x=(A,B),
>(A,C)*B‘-l*A*z,
>A~-1*B*3*(C,B) ,
>(x,a),(x,b),(x,c),(x,y),(z,x),
>(y,a),(y,b),(y,c),(y,z),
>(z,a),(z,b),(z ,c);
>print order(g);
375
>clear;
>
>g=free(a,b);
>" (3.9) "
>" Another deficiency zero presentation for the group of
> order 56 found by Johnson and Mawdesly "
>
>g.relations:
>a"2=b‘7,
>(a*b*a*b'-l)‘2=a*b*a*b‘-3*a*b‘2;
>print order(g);
56
>clear;
>
> " A covering group for the group 3.20 of order 81 "
>
>g=free(p,q,r,x,y,z);
>g.relations:
>P'9*z, Q'3*y, R‘3,
>(P,Q)*x--l,(P,R)*q--l,
>Q--l*p--3*Q*(R,Q),(P,x)
>,(q,x),(R,x),(P,y)
>,(q,y),(R,y),(x,y)
>, (p,z),(q,z),(R,z)
>, (x,z),(y,z);
113
>print order(g);
729
>bye;
END OF RUN.
3.559 SECONDS
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.8-531 Tue Jun 11 1991 13:15:00 STORAGE 2000000 
>library g4p2;
Library module found as ./g4p2 
>print gjprint order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
X‘3
Y*4
X Y X Y'-l X Y*-l 
X‘-l Y*-2 X Y‘2 
24
>library g4p7;
Library module found as ./g4p7 
>print gjprint order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
(A B)*3 
B‘4
A‘3 B A‘-l B‘2 A B‘3 
216
>library g4p8;
Library module found as ./g4p8 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
B‘4
A‘3 B‘3 A B‘2 A*-l B 
B‘3 A‘-l B‘3 A‘-l B‘-l A‘-l 
216
>library g4p9;
Library module found as ./g4p9 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
U V‘2 U V-l U V‘-l
U‘2 V U‘2 V U*-l V U ‘2 V‘-l U ‘-l V‘-l 
3000
>library g4pl0;
Library module found as ./g4pl0 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
U‘2 V‘-l U V‘2 U*2 V*-2
U‘2 V -2 U‘-l V-3 U V -2 U*-l V*-l
39000
>library g4pll;
Library module found as ./g4pll 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G
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RELATORS :
V*-l U V U V U V‘2 U‘-2 
U'-l V*3 U 
2880
>library g4pl2;
Library module found as ./g4pl2 
>print gjprint order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
U'3 V'-l U'-l V'-l U‘-l V'-l 
U'3 V U'2 V'-l U V'-3 
3240
>library g4pl3;
Library module found as ./g4pl3 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
U‘3 V U'-l V U'-l V 
U‘3 V'-3 U V U'2 V'-l 
4536
>library g4pl4;
Library module found as ./g4pl4 
>print g;print order(g); clear;
GROUP G 
RELATORS :
U‘2 V U'-l V U'-l V'-l U V'-2 
U'2 V'-l U V'-l U V U'-l V'2 
2400 
>bye;
END OF RUN.
43.420 SECONDS
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.8-531 Tue Jun 11 1991 11:35:58 STORAGE 200000 
>
> ” A group of order 1296 and soluble length six "
> " This presentation is due to Wegner "
>
>g=free(a,b);
>g.relations:
>a*b*a*b*a*b‘-2*a'-l*b,
>a‘2*b*a‘-2*b*a‘2*b'-2;
>print order(g).derived series(g);
1296
SEQ(
GROUP OF ORDER 648 = 2*3 * 3‘4 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A‘-l B'-l A B 
A‘-l B A B'-l 
»
GROUP OF ORDER 216 = 2*3 * 3'3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G
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GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B A B*-l A‘-l B‘4 
B'-l A B A‘-2 B A‘-l
GROUP OF ORDER 54 = 2 * 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A*-2 B‘3 
A B*-3 A*-l 
B‘-3
GROUP OF ORDER 27 = 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B*-l A*-2 B 
A*2 B*-6 
>
GROUP OF ORDER 3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B'6
9
GROUP OF ORDER 1 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
IDENTITY
)
>print classes(g);
CONJUGACY CLASSES OF G
[1] ORDER 1 LENGTH 1 REP IDENTITY
[2] ORDER 2 LENGTH 9 REP A*2 B*-3 A*2
[3] ORDER 2 LENGTH 108 REP B*-l A‘3 B
[4] ORDER 3 LENGTH 2 REP B*-6
[5] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP B*-l A*2 B
[6] ORDER 4 LENGTH 54 REP B*-l A B*-l A
[7] ORDER 6 LENGTH 18 REP B*-3
[8] ORDER 6 LENGTH 216 REP B‘-l A B
[9] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP B*-l A
[10] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP A‘-l B A*-l B A*-l B
[11] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP B‘-2
[12] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP B‘-4
[13] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP A‘2 B A‘-l B*-3 A
[14] ORDER 9 LENGTH 144 REP B*2 A*-2
[15] ORDER 12 LENGTH 108 REP A‘2 B‘-l A B‘2 A
[16] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B*-l
[17] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B*-5
[18] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B*-7
116
>clear; 
>
> " Another deficiency zero presentation for a group of
> " soluble length six. The number of elements of order
> " three show that this group is not isomorphic to the
> " group above; nor is it isomorphic to the group G(-9)
> " of Theorem 3 of Chapter Four (below) "
>
>g=free(a,b);
>g.relations:
>a*b*a'-l*b*a‘-l*b*a*b‘-2,
>a‘2*b*a‘-l*b‘-3*a*b'2;
>print order(g).derived series(g);
1296
SEQ(
GROUP OF ORDER 648 = 2*3 * 3*4 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A*-l B*-l A B 
A‘-l B A B*-l
9
GROUP OF ORDER 216 = 2*3 * 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A*-1 B A B*-l A*-l B A 
A‘2 B*-l A B*2 A*-l
GROUP OF ORDER 54 = 2 * 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A*-2 B‘-3 
A B*3 A*-l 
B‘3
GROUP OF ORDER 27 = 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B*-l A‘-2 B 
A*2 B*6
GROUP OF ORDER 3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B*-6
GROUP OF ORDER 1 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
IDENTITY
)
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>print classes(g); 
CONJUGACY CLASSES OF G
[1] ORDER 1 LENGTH 1 REP IDENTITY
[2] ORDER 2 LENGTH 9 REP A‘2 B*3 A‘2
[3] ORDER 2 LENGTH 108 REP A*3
[4] ORDER 3 LENGTH 2 REP B ‘6
[5] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP A‘2
[6] ORDER 3 LENGTH 144 REP B A‘2 B
[7] ORDER 4 LENGTH 54 REP A‘2 B ‘-l A‘-l B‘-l A
[8] ORDER 6 LENGTH 18 REP B‘3
[9] ORDER 6 LENGTH 216 REP A
[10] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP B‘2 A‘-l
[11] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP B A B ‘-l A*-l B‘-l A B ‘-l
[12] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP B‘2
[13] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP B ‘4
[14] ORDER 9 LENGTH 24 REP A‘2 B‘3 A ‘2 B‘-l
[15] ORDER 12 LENGTH 108 REP A B A‘-l B
[16] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B
[17] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B‘5
[18] ORDER 18 LENGTH 72 REP B‘7
>clear;
>
> " G(-9) of Theorem 3, Chapter Four "
> " The class structure shows that this group is "
> " not isomorphic to either of the groups above "
>
>g=free(a,b);
>g.relations:
>(a*b)‘2=b‘6,
>a‘4*b'-l*a*b‘-9*a‘-l*b;
>print order(g).derived series(g);
1296
SEQ(
GROUP OF ORDER 648 = 2*3 * 3‘4 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
B A‘2 B 
A*-l B A B ‘-l
9
GROUP OF ORDER 216 = 2‘3 * 3‘3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A‘3 B'2 A‘-2 B A‘-l 
B A‘-l B A‘2 B‘-l A B*-l
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GROUP OF ORDER 54 = 2 * 3‘3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A"2 B A‘-2 B A*-2 B 
B A‘-l B‘2 A*3 B 
B A*3 B'2 A*-1 B
9
GROUP OF ORDER 27 = 3*3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
A*3 B"3 A
A*-1 B A B*-l A B A*-l
GROUP OF ORDER 3 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
(A*2 B‘-l)*3
GROUP OF ORDER 1 IS A SUBGROUP OF G 
GENERATORS AS WORDS IN SUPERGROUP :
IDENTITY
)
>print classes(g);
CONJUGACY CLASSES OF G
[1] ORDER 1 LENGTH 1 REP IDENTITY
[2] ORDER 2 LENGTH 9 REP A‘4
[3] ORDER 2 LENGTH 108 REP A B
[4] ORDER 3 LENGTH 2 REP A*2 B‘-l A*2 B*-l A‘2 B*-l
[5] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP B*-2
[6] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP B"-l A B*-2 A B*-l
[7] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP B A*-l B*2 A‘-2 B A*-l
[8] ORDER 3 LENGTH 24 REP A B*-l A‘2 B*-l A B*-l
[9] ORDER 4 LENGTH 54 REP A'2
[10] ORDER 6 LENGTH 18 REP A B‘2 A*-l B‘2 A‘2
[11] ORDER 6 LENGTH 72 REP B‘-l
[12] ORDER 6 LENGTH 72 REP A B‘-l A B‘-2
[13] ORDER 6 LENGTH 72 REP A‘2 B‘2
[14] ORDER 6 LENGTH 216 REP B‘-l A B‘-l
[15] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP A
[16] ORDER 8 LENGTH 162 REP A‘-3
[17] ORDER 9 LENGTH 144 REP A‘4 B‘-l
[18] ORDER 12 LENGTH 108 REP A B‘-l A B‘2 
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
6.969 SECONDS
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SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Mon Jun 24 1991 18:52:47 STORAGE 200000 
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Mon Jun 24 1991 18:52:47 STORAGE 4500000 
>
> " A finite group of soluble length seven "
>
>g=perm(72);
>g.genera:
>x=(l,66,38,41,15,56,28,32)(2,65,37,42,16,55,27,31)
>(3,7,58,25,5,13,71,48)(4,8,57,26,6,14,72,47)
>(9,36,46,30)(10,35,45,29)(11,17,39,52,12,18,40,51)
>(19,21,64,53,62,43,24,70)(20,22,63,54,61,44,23,69) 
>(33,68,50,59,34,67,49,60),
>y=(l,22)(2,21)(3,29)(4,30)(5,6)(7,62)(8,61)(9,10)(11,42)(12,41) 
>(13,14)(15,35)(16,36)(17,66)(18,65)(19,28)(20,27)(23,49)(24,50) 
>(25,52)(26,51)(31,48)(32,47)(33,54)(34,53)(37,38)(39,67)(40,68) 
>(43,45)(44,46)(55,69)(56,70)(57,60)(58,59)(63,72)(64,71);
>print order(g);
82944
>ds= derived series(g);
>for i=l to length(ds) do 
> print i.order(ds[i]) ;
>end;
1 41472
2 13824
3 3456
4 1728
5 192
6 64
7 1
>clear;
>set printi=true;
>g=free(x,y);
>wl=x'8;w2=y*2;
>w3=x‘4*y*(x‘-2*y)‘3*x*y*(x‘-l*y)*2;
>H4=(x‘2*y*x‘-2*y*x‘-l*y)“3;
>g.relations:
>h1,w2,w3,w4;
>ind= todd coxeter(g,[x]);
>print ind*8;
82944 
>bye;
END OF RUN.
73.180 SECONDS
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Sat Jun 29 1991 15:02:09 STORAGE 200000
120
SUN/UNIX CAYLEY V3.7.3 Sat Jun 29 1991 15:02:09 STORAGE 6000000 
>"
>Perfect group isomorphic to A5 times SL(2,5)
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>y"6,
>x‘4*y*x‘-l*y‘-3*x‘-l*y‘-l,
>(x*y‘2)‘2*x‘-l*y‘-l*(x*y‘-l)‘2;
>print order(g);
7200 
>clear;
>"
>A5 times A5 
>"
>h=free(x,y);
>h.relations:
>x‘10,y'6
>,x‘4*y*x‘-l*y‘-3*x‘-l*y‘-l 
>, (x*y‘2)‘2*x‘-l*y‘-l*(x*y‘-l)‘2;
>print order(h);
3600 
>clear;
>" A5 times A6 
>"
>g=perm(ll);
>g.genera:
>b=(2,3)(4,5)(8,11)(9,10),
>a =(1,3,5,4,6X7,8,10);
>print order(g);
21600 
>clear;
>h=free(a,b) ;
>h.relations:
> a*15 , b‘2 
>,(a*b)‘5 , (a‘3*b)‘4
>,a‘2*b*a‘-3*b*a‘7*b*a‘-3*b;
>print todd coxeter(h,[b]);
10800 
>clear;
>h=iree(a,b);
>h.relations:
> a*15 , b‘2 
>,(a*b)*5
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>,a'2*b*a'-3*b*a‘7*b*a‘-3*b;
>print todd coxeter(h,[b]);
10800 
>clear;
> "
>A5 times A7 
>"
>g=perm(12);
>g.genera:
>a=(l,5,3,2,4)(6,10,9,ll,8),
>b=(1,3)(2,5)(6,10,7,9,12,11,8);
>print order(g);
151200 
>clear;
>h=lree(a,b);
>h.relations:
> a‘5,b~14,a*b* 2*a‘-l*b*a‘-l*b‘-2*a*b‘-l
>,a*b*a'-l*b*a*b'-l*a*b*-l*a‘-l*b‘-l*a*b'-l 
>,(a,b*2)*2
>,(a‘2*b'-l)"2*a*b~4*a*b"-l
>,a'2*b*a~ 2*b*-l*a‘-l*b‘-2*a~-l*b‘-2*a~-l*b'-1; 
>print todd coxeterCh,[a]);
30240 
>clear;
>h=free(a,b);
>h.relations:
> a*5
>, a*b*a‘-l*b*a*b"-l*a*b‘-l*a“-l*b'-l*a*b‘-1 
>, (a‘2>*ib‘-l) ‘2*a*b‘4*a*b‘-l
> ,a'2*b*a‘2*b‘-l*a‘-l*b‘-2*a‘-l*b‘-2*a‘-l*b"-l; 
>print todd coxeterCh,[a]);
30240 
>clear;
> ”
>A5 times A5 times A5 
>"
>g=perm(15);
>g.genera:
>a=(l, 3,2,4,5)(6,9,7)(11,12,13,14,15),
>b=(2,3)(4,5)(7,8)(9,10)(11,14)(12,15);
>print order(g);
216000 
>clear;
>g=free(a,b);
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>g.relations:
> a' 15,b‘2
> ,a*4*b*a‘-l*b*a* 3*b*a*b*a~-1*b*a~_l*b*a~3*b*a*b
> , a‘4*b*a‘-l*b*(a*b) *4*(a'-l*b)"2*a'-3*b 
>,(a‘3*b)*2*(a‘2*b)*4*(a‘3*b)‘2*a‘-l*b;
>print todd coxeter(g,[a]);
14400 
>clear;
> "
>Another perfect group of order 7200 
>"
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘10=y*6,
> x~4*y*x*-l*y‘-3*x~-i*y‘-l
>, (x*y*2) ‘2*x‘-l*y~-l*(x*y~-l) ‘2;
>print order(g);
7200
>print normal subgroups(g);
NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF G
[2] ORDER 2 GENERATING CLASSES: [2]
UNION OF: [1] [2]
[3] ORDER 120 GENERATING CLASSES: [4]
MAXIMALS: [2]
UNION OF: [1] [2] [4] [8] [11] [12] [17] [22] [23]
[4] ORDER 120 GENERATING CLASSES: [5]
MAXIMALS: [2]
UNION OF: [1] [2] [5] [7] [9] [10] [18] [20] [21]
[5] ORDER 7200 GENERATING CLASSES: [3]
MAXIMALS: [3] [4]
UNION OF: [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12]
[13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23]
[24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34]
[35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41]
>clear;
> "
>SL(2,7) times SL(2,7) 
>"
>g=matrix(4,gf(7));
>g.genera:
>x=mat(6,0,0,0:
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> 5,6,0,0:
> 0,0,5,4:
> 0,0,5,0),
>y=mat(6,4,0,0:
> 4,4,0,0:
> 0,0,1,5:
> 0,0,0 ,1);
>print order(g);
112896
>
> print x~4*y*x'-3*y;
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
> print x‘14;
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
> print x‘3*y‘2*x*y'5*x*y‘2 ;
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
> print x‘2*y‘2*x'-l*y~2*x"-l*y~2*x‘2*y‘-l*x‘-l*y* 
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
> print (x'2*y‘3)‘3;
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1
> print (x*y‘2*x‘-l*y‘-l)*3;
1 0  0 0
0 1 0  0 
0 0 1 0  
0 0 0 1 
>clear;
>g=lree(x,y) ;
>g.relations:
>x‘4*y*x‘-3*y,
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>x“14,
>x'3*y‘2*x*y'5*x*y‘2 ,
>x‘2*y'2*x'-l*y'2*x‘-l*y'2*x‘2*y ‘-l*x*-l*y~-l, 
>(x‘2*y‘3)‘3,
>(x*y‘2*x'-l*y‘-l)‘3;
>print todd coxeter(g,[x]);
8064 
>clear;
>g=free(x,y);
>g.relations:
>x‘4*y*x‘-3*y,
>x‘14,
>x‘3*y‘2*x*y‘5*x*y'2,
>x‘2*y"2*x~-l*y'2*x~-l*y‘2*x'2*y‘-l*x~-l*y'-1; 
>ind = todd coxeter(g,[x]);
>print ind * 14;
112896 
>clear;
>g=free(x,y) ;
>g.relations:
>x‘4*y*x‘-3*y,
>x‘3*y‘2*x*y‘5*x*y‘2;
>print order(g);
112896 
>clear;
>bye;
END OF RUN.
338.929 SECONDS
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